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                                                       Eternal Flame 

                                                        SYNOPSIS 

 

The main character is Monica Morell. Monica and her good friend Judith are casual 

members of the Hinchley Hill branch of the Women’s Guild. They have recently joined 

the group, having been drawn in by the many attractions open to them, such as theatre 

and coach trips and shopping expeditions. 

The ladies are soon accosted by a couple of well-practiced confidence tricksters, 

purporting to be a mother and her sick daughter. They attempt to inveigle Monica and  

Judith into making a wide scale appeal for charity to provide for life saving treatment 

abroad to assist the ‘afflicted daughter’. 

Monica and Judith put the matter to the Women’s Guild leader, Lorna, who readily 

takes up the challenge. The only feasible means of obtaining the over half a million 

target, is tackled by the Guild by means of arranging for a WG member to take part in 

a T.V. game show that offers only very unlikely odds of triumphing. 

Monica is elected to take part in the programme but narrowly fails to win the main 

prize. However, money duly flows in from a sympathetic public but the group is 

immediately faced with a dilemma when it transpires that their would-be ‘deserving 

case’ is not the genuine article. 

Woven into this action is a very strong story line with an ongoing prospect of Monica 

reuniting with her very first boyfriend, Rodney, as the two have recommenced 

communicating with each other after a forty year period apart. Eventually, Rodney 

reappears to cause mayhem when his laundry is mistaken for the money received for 

charity. The decrepit Rodney fails to shape up with his yester-year image and Monica’s 

long held dreams of romance are shattered. 
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                                                Eternal Flame                                                       
Cast List 

                                          (The two main characters are Monica and Judith) 

Monica 

Nadine 

Judith 

Steve 

Ann-Marie            

Sally 

Lorna 

Mel 

Kim 

Alison 

Jack 

Mike Moran 

Ivy Leaf 

Rodney Wilcox                                                          (Ten female/ 4 Male characters)   

       

                                                         



 

 

                                             
 

                                       Delineation of characters 

1. Monica  Happy, naïve, scatty, outgoing…aged somewhere in late fifties  

   (Gracie Allen, Lucille Ball type) 

2. Judith  Old friend of Monica….both are natural anti ‘joiners’ but have both 

   recently signed up with their local Women’s Guild. Same age as  

   Monica, but she is more knowledgeable. Judith has as many comedy 

   punch lines as Monica. 

3. Nadine  Monica’s daughter….18-20 ish. Headstrong with a sense of humour. 

   Her boyfriend is Jack, the Judo coach. 

4. Steve  Son aged 19-23. Laid back to lazy with a friendly personality, and he 

   has a good line in comedy. 

5.Lorna  The married leader of the Woman’s Guild. Aware of her exalted role  

   in the community and strives to maintain standards. However, she is 

   having a secret affair with Jack, the judo coach who works at the  

   Community Centre. In late thirties or early forties. 

6. Jack  A judo coach. A new boyfriend of Nadine…but he’s also secretly  

   having an affair with Lorna, the leader of the Women’s Guild. Jack is 

   quick witted, but too clever by half, and he has problems when his  

two conquests (and Steve, his confidante) all meet together and 

challenge  him about his dissolute manoeuvres. 

7. Mel  Women’s Guild member (second in command). A stuffy stickler to the 

   rules. Could be any age…probably in her forties.  

8. Kim  Another Women’s Guild member (a lesser light) Youngish. Kim has 

   some influential connections. 

9. Alison  Women’s Guild member. Youngish, bland and totally upright. 

10.Ann-Marie Major League confidence trickster, Oozes pity. Probably in her fifties. 



 

 

11. Sally  Ann-Marie’s co haut. Plays the part of Ann-Marie’s daughter for the 

   first act (then non speaking) but she later presents herself in the guise  

   of Chief Inspector Rachel Bell.  (a speaking role) She should be  

   twenty plus. 

12. Rodney Wilcox Huge potential for comedy. Rodney is an ex beau of Monica but 

    some 40 years have passed since then. Monica’s high  

    expectations of Rodney compare miserably with the harsh 

 reality of his present day’s image, now as a decrepit, ailing and  

crude character. Monica’s adverse reaction to this time-worn  

metamorphosis proves a certain death knell to any hopes 

 Rodney might have of rekindling that old flame. He should be 

 over fifty, decrepit…and have plenty of (beer gut)  

padding. (though paradoxically, possibly athletic, in that in one 

 scene, he has to be able to take a tumble over the top of a 

 settee). 

13. Mike Moran  Unctuous, mouthy M.C. of a T.V. gameshow…over 35... likely 

    to be fat. 

14. Ivy Leaf  Mike’s passé assistant….40 plus. 

 

                                                     The Set 

Monica lives in a three bedroom bungalow….but the set is confined to the living room 

throughout the three acts. The essential furniture items to be included are…a settee, 

angled, mid to right stage. A small coffee table to one side and two functional wooden 

 chairs to the rear. Otherwise, essential props to include a T.V. set, two identical blue 

plastic bags, a half-filled whiskey bottle and a pair of ‘Long John’ underpants. For a 

small part of Act one, stage left will be a tinseled area to depict the recording of a 

trashy T.V. show. This should also (if possible) include a ‘sound proof box’.  

 

NB: The TV show The Greedy Bastard Show title may be too unpalatable for some 

Drama Groups. The offending word can easily be substituted with either ‘Bugger’, 

‘Devil’ or ‘Swine’. 

 

 

 

 

 

                              



 

 

                                          ETERNAL FLAME 

 

                                     Monica’s living room 10-30am 

 

    (Monica is in her home, lounging on the settee, waiting for four 

    members of the Hinchley Hill Women’s Guild to arrive for a  

    coffee morning. Monica’s friend Judith is also on her way as she 

 is a fellow member of the guild. Nadine, Monica’s daughter,  

shares the stage with her mother)                                         

 

                                                        ACT 1 

 

 

Monica   Nadine dear…pass me that lip gloss. 

 

Nadine   One lip gloss coming up.  (Passes lip gloss to Monica) All ready 

 for your big moment? 

 

Monica   Not really … but I’ve got to make a bit of an effort for those 

 altruistic bunch of W.G. members coming here today. I really  

have no idea what possessed me to invite them to our house in   

 the first place. 

    (Monica proceeds to apply the lip gloss) 

 

Nadine   Because it was your turn, perhaps? 

 

Monica   Aagh…ruddy coffee mornings…I only joined the Women’s  

    Guild for the free theatre trips and the shopping expeditions. I  

                                   didn’t want all the rest of the paraphernalia that goes with it.  

 

Nadine   Mother, that’s not the true spirit of the W.G.….hey…why do  

    they use initials when W.G. is … (she counts) That’s four 

syllables and Women’s Guild is only three? 

 

Monica   It’s easier to say, dear. 

 

Nadine   It’s easier? (considers) That can’t be….. (gives up) anyway, you  



 

 

    should be more dedicated to the Women’s Guild…they’re a  

    caring, supportive band of ladies who help out the disadvantaged  

    members of the community. 

 

Monica   Do-gooding self-righteous mob. 

 

Nadine   Shame on you mother…think of all those deserving 

     causes … just waiting to be helped. 

 

Monica   I’m fresh out of helping hands. The Lord helps those that help 

     themselves … and that’s what I’ve had to do… all my life. 

 

Nadine   Ah that’s the spirit…smugly self-satisfied and conveniently  

    oblivious to the needs of others. 

 

Monica   Babes…there’s too much dependency around these days…As 

    long as you can stand on your own two feet and not cry out  

    when the smallest thing doesn’t go your way, then you’re half  

    way to the promised land. 

 

Nadine   (With hand raised in salute) Hallelujah. 

 

Monica   Amen. 

 

    (The door bell rings. Nadine goes to the door and answers it.  

    Judith walks straight in) 

 

Judith   Hi Nadine….You on your way out? 

 

Nadine   Not just yet. I’m waiting for Steve to give me a lift into town. 

 

Judith   I assume she’s in? 

 

Monica   (Calls from within) She’s in all right…and I’ll be in residence all 

    day. 

 

    (Judith walks through…Nadine follows) 

file://////judith---Hi


 

 

 

Judith   Are you ready for those eager beaver Samaritans? 

 

Nadine   I think you’ll find they’re called ‘The Women’s Guild‘, Judith. 

 

Judith   Toffee nosed sanctimonious lot. 

 

Nadine   But you both joined up, didn’t you? 

 

Judith   Of course … Because it was the only bit of life in the village. It  

    was either that…or line dancing. We decided to opt for… the  

    only half-dead activity. 

 

Nadine   Well, have a good coffee morning. I’m going to get ready.  

 

    (Nadine starts to exit just as Steve enters)                                                        

 

Nadine   (to Steve) Oh Steve, Can you take me into town in about twenty 

    minutes? 

 

Steve    I’ll see if I can arrange that for you. 

 

Nadine   Cheers.  (and she exits) 

 

Steve    Hiya Judith. Are you ready for the Hinchley Hill hell raisers to 

 hit this horrible house? 

 

Judith   What beautiful alliteration, Steve …but you be sure to lie low, 

    before the Guild mob set eyes on you. They can be a bit  

    playful… So be careful. 

 

Steve    Be careful of what? 

. 

Judith   They could grab you and use you as a space hopper. 

 

    (Steve simply winces at the very thought) 

 



 

 

    (Judith turns to Monica)               

 

Judith   Are you going to lay there all morning? 

 

Monica   Probably….anyway, I don’t feel a hundred per cent. 

 

Judith   Come on. Pull yourself together. The Guild members will be  

    here soon…and they’ll all be gagging for a dose of your  

    decaffeinated. What’s wrong with you? 

 

Monica   My mouth is so sore. Bleeding ulcers. 

 

Judith   Would that be ulcers that bleed….or bleeding ulcers? 

 

Monica   No…the bloody things aren’t bleeding. D’you know anything 

    that might be good for it? 

 

Judith   But you never take pills as a rule. 

 

Monica   This is driving me mad. 

 

Judith   Steve, is there anything in the house for your mum’s mouth? 

 

Steve    I’ve got some gaffa tape in the garage. 

 

Monica   Thank you Stephen. 

 

Judith   I’ve got some Mesalazine here. If you’re desperate…it might do 

    the trick. 

 

    (Judith reaches for her bag… and then retrieves some tablets in a  

                  box…and hands it to Monica) 

 

Judith   I’m surprised you’re breaking from your usual aversion to 

 taking prescription drugs. 

 

Monica   There are limits…and I’m getting pretty close to mine… Are  



 

 

    there any side effects with these? 

 

Judith   (Fishing out the accompanying ‘warning slip’ from the packet) 

    Yup…You’d better read it. Your eyes are better than mine. (She 

    hands the slip to Monica). 

 

Monica   (reads) Mesalazine can produce side effects, such as…nausea, 

    vomiting, diarrhoea, flatulence…. 

 

Steve    (interrupts) Too late for that one…you should have heard her  

    this morning. 

 

Monica   Stephen!…I‘ll read on…. Abdominal pain, headache, hair loss, 

    chest pains, itchy rashes…You’re joking …and it goes on for 

another half a page!…I think I‘d rather have the complaint.    

…I’ll go on suffering. (she tosses the box back to Judith)… 

Anyway, what were you taking them for? 

 

Judith   Colitis 

 

Monica   Colitis! … They’re for the wrong bloody end .… what did you  

    want me to do, shove one up my back-side and let it work its  

    way upwards? 

 

Judith   I thought you might benefit from the placebo effect. 

 

Monica    Yeah, I’d probably forget about my mouth anyway, once I’d  

    spewed up buckets and the gale-force ten side effects opened up. 

 

Judith   Well they’ve stopped my Colitis. 

 

Monica   Jolly good for you. 

 

Steve    I’ll go and check if Nadine is ready. 

 

    (Steve exits) 

 



 

 

Monica   Judith, listen: You’ll never guess…I’ve been dabbling with that 

 Friends Reunited Web Site…..and I was really taken aback with 

 some of the names listed on it. 

 

Judith   Go on…but I bet you were more interested in the boys’ names. 

 

Monica   I was interested in both…but the one name that stood out…well, 

    it jumped out at me…was …you’ll never guess…my first ever 

    boyfriend. 

 

Judith   Oooo you shocker. Was he your big passion? 

 

Monica   Oh definitely. True, I’ve had many boyfriends since then. 

     

Judith   Plus a couple of husbands… 

 

Monica   O.K…. a couple of husbands … but I’ve never in that time  

    recaptured that …  you know …  overwhelming rapturous 

                                   …yearning for another person.  

 

Judith   Generally, first boyfriends do leave that impression. 

 

Monica   Yes I know…but y’know…since then, I’ve haven’t felt that  

    feeling of mutual love and respect for any other person...ever.  

    That wonderful feeling of, ‘He loves me…and I love him’.  

 

Judith   Oh surely. 

 

Monica   No…honestly…Rodney gave me that romantic feeling of oooh, 

    absolute lovey-dovey, mushy…captivation…and that deep  

    seated sensation of having complete trust in another person.. 

 

Judith   What happened to him? 

 

Monica   He dumped me. 

 

Judith   He dumped you! 



 

 

 

Monica Yes…and that only made it worse…the one thing I’d cherished  

    in life was gone from me. I cried for weeks. 

 

Judith And you’ve never felt the same for anyone since then? 

 

Monica No…. honestly. 

 

Judith Not even your first husband…or Arthur your recently discarded   

  former ’pash’? 

 

Monica No…I really haven’t…I think it’s partly because as you get    

  older, you lose that adolescent innocence with      

  relationships…and you become too suspicious about the other   

  person’s feelings. You become too frightened to totally let go. 

 

Judith Mmm..I know: Relationships can make you cautious. 

 

Monica Yep…once you’ve been hurt, you never want to over commit…then, after a 

while, you  start to believe you can maybe take the upper hand…  

 

Judith I was usually more concerned about their lower hand. 

 

Monica No, you know what I mean … sort of…. push them a bit. 

 

Judith Push them? 

 

Monica Yeah, ’treat ’em mean and keep ’em keen’, see how far they‘ll   

          give…..…. 

 

Judith I know what you mean. It’s really nasty … and great fun at the same time 

 … but it’s human nature, I guess. 

 

Monica But then the trouble starts when they begin to be too nice to you… 

 

Judith Too nice? 

 



 

 

Monica Yeah, then you feel you want to give them a good smack. Don’t you? 

 

Judith Hmm… Only to check they’re still awake.…. Anyway, what was that name 

 you said of this cherished Adonis, then? 

 

Monica His name was…and still is…Rodney Wilcox…. What a guy! Known to all 

 the girls as ‘Hot Rod’. 

 

Judith Hot Rod? You’d surely not abandon your new guy Derek, then…for this 

  questionable ‘Hot Rod’ blast from the past.  

 

Monica Believe it or not, d’you know, I think I probably would. I’ve never   

  completely shed my unfulfilled longing for that lad. 

 

Judith But Monica, you haven’t seen each other for over forty years. People can  

  completely change in that time…physically and mentally. It could never be  

as it was then. You can’t simply turn back the clock. Anyway, he once gave 

you the brush off. Whatever makes you think things would be different this 

time? 

 

Monica Because he later tried to win me back. 

 

Judith Really, when was that, then? 

 

Monica It was when I was engaged to Keith and it was only about six weeks before 

 the wedding. 

 

Judith Wow: That was a bolt from the blue. 

 

Monica  Yes, quite unexpectedly, Rodney contacted me…. He wanted me  

  to give him another chance…and after that, I had enormous reservations 

 about going through with the wedding…but by then, I’m afraid things had 

 gone too far. 

 

Judith Didn’t you even meet up with him? 

 

Monica There’d have been little point. Keith and I had arranged a mortgage on a 



 

 

house down in Henfield and he had a prominent position in his firm…with  

a first class salary….Everything was in place…I couldn’t get out of it. 

 

Judith And… if you haven’t forgotten, you were pregnant. 

 

Monica Yep, I guess that was the clincher. 

 

Judith So now you’re going to risk everything by getting in touch with your   

  flickering old flame. 

 

Monica Well, I’m presently free. Where’s the harm? 

 

Judith You know it doesn’t make any sense. 

 

Monica Maybe that’s the beauty of it. I would run to him and drop everything. 

 

Judith Yeah and I know the first thing you’d drop. 

 

Monica Judith! Rodney and I were just sweethearts…nothing else. We’d never … 

 

Judith But you were… sexually attracted to him, though? 

 

Monica That didn’t come into it….I loved him for his warmth, his charm and his 

  personality. 

 

Judith My cat has warmth, charm and personality…but I don’t fancy Tigger. 

 

Monica But there was always a certain magic between us. 

 

Judith Yeah, I’ll bet…particularly when he pulled his magical speciality ….. ‘The 

disappearing act’. 

 

Monica Judith, you just don’t understand…this could be my last chance of finding 

  true romance in my life. 

 

Judith (wryly) And you can ride off in the sunset together and live happily ever  

  after. 



 

 

 

Monica Why not? 

 

Judith (Sighs)Why? Because sexual attraction wanes…and then you’d start to find  

  his so called warmth, utterly cloying., his oozing charm long abandoned 

…and his ’magical’ personality childishly irritating. 

 

Monica Trust you to squash any semblance of charm and fantasy out of the   

  situation. I’d prefer to hang on to my dreams… if you don’t mind. 

 

Judith Pardon me for introducing a note of reality. Carry on dreaming….So when 

  do you think you’ll be meeting up with this ‘Mr Wonderful’? 

 

Monica Oh, I’m in no hurry. 

 

Judith You should be. He’s probably on his last legs by now. 

 

Monica The Rodney Wilcox I knew was a vision of rugged athleticism….   

  something you never lose. 

 

Judith He’ll need all the strength he’s got if he’s got to match the stamina of your 

  little toy Rampant Rabbit….anyway, does he live far away? 

 

Monica I don‘t think so…but he has my address. We haven’t arranged to meet  

  yet…but we’ve exchanged a few spicy texts. 

 

Judith What about a photo? 

 

Monica Not so far. …but I’m sure he wouldn’t have changed that much. 

 

Judith What if he’s fat, bald and grey? 

 

Monica Oh, he won’t be. 

 

Judith Of course not, dear….but if I hear you scream, I’m not coming to winch  

  him off you. 

 



 

 

  (Steve walks through from the other room. Hands in pockets) 

 

Steve   Hey mum…have you seen my signing on card?  I’ve got to clock on at  

  three thirty today. 

 

Monica Yes, it’s under that pile of rubbish in the corner of your bedroom. 

 

Steve  But my clothes are in that corner. 

 

Monica Exactly, dear.  

 

Steve  ( Reacts unfavourably) Oh… So when is that self-righteous brigade 

 creeping in? 

 

Monica Oh, not till twelve. You can lose yourself for a couple of hours, I’m sure. 

 

Steve  Gladly…I ‘ate that pompous, puffed up lot. 

 

Monica Some of them are very nice. 

 

Steve  Yeah, sure…They say Adolph Hitler had some nice qualities. 

 

Judith Come on Steve, they do some very useful charity work…and they provide 

  interesting activities for us bored housewives…. 

 

Steve  Such as? 

 

Judith (chortling) Well…. There’s cooking, outings … and next week end, we’ll  

  all be going off to invade Poland. 

 

Monica Oh stop it. I won’t be able to look them in the face. 

 

Steve  That one…Lorna…that’s her name, isn’t it? 

 

Judith You mean the one with the superior look, our great leader in fact? 

 

Steve  Yeah…I’ve heard she’s having it off with her Judo coach. 



 

 

 

Judith No! ... but she’s married to one of the most prominent councilors. 

 

Monica I’ll bet she’s keeping that very quiet. 

 

Steve  Well Jack the Judo coach isn‘t. He tells everyone down at the community  

  centre all about it. 

 

Monica Oh my goodness…and Lorna’s husband is councilor Crainey…and he’s on 

   the short list for mayor next year. I knew she was taking Judo lessons from 

   some guy called Jack.  

 

Steve  She certainly is…and Jack’s been rapidly going through all the holds he  

  knows with her. Lorna can now defend herself against anyone…except 

 Jack, of course.  

 

  (Nadine bounces in. Monica and Judith make their way into the kitchen)               

 

Nadine Ready, Steve? 

 

Steve  Yeah…Where d’you want me to drop you? 

 

Nadine Oh…at the community centre…O.K. 

 

Steve  Blimey…not you as well. 

 

Nadine   What’s that? 

 

Steve    Never mind…let’s go. 

 

  (Steve and Nadine turn to go just as the front door bell rings. Nadine waits. 

  Steve meets the new callers…Ann-Marie and Sally). 

 

Ann-Marie   Is Mrs Morell in? 

 

Steve    Yes….Who shall I say is calling? 

 



 

 

Ann-Marie   I’m Ann-Marie, a new neighbour. I’ve just moved in down the next block. 

 

Steve    Erm…You’d better come in. I’ll go and get mum.  

 

Ann-Marie   I’ve got my daughter with me. Do you mind if she comes in as well? 

   She’s handicapped, I’m afraid. 

 

Steve  Oh sure…bring her in. (He exits the stage) 

 

(Ann-Marie brings in Sally who appears to be particularly seedy (lethargic) 

  Her head is drooped to one side and there is no spark of communication 

from her. Sally is wearing dark glasses. She is clinging desperately to 

Anne-Marie) 

 

Ann-Marie  (In patronising tone) Come on in, Sally…there we are. We’re in Monica’s 

  house now…Isn’t it nice in here. Are you all right? … good …There…this  

  is a tidy house, isn’t it? 

 

  (Steve returns…shortly followed by Monica) 

 

Ann-Marie   Oh hello, you’re Monica aren’t you? 

 

Monica   Yes that’s right. 

 

    (Judith enters the room. Steve and Nadine make for the door) 

 

Steve    Goin’ now. Shan’t be long. (Steve starts to exit) 

 

Monica   (To Steve) See you later. (He and Nadine exit)  (To Ann-Marie) Have you 

    met my friend Judith? 

 

Ann-Marie   No I haven’t…hello. 

 

Monica        I haven’t seen you in the road. I expect you’re still settling in, aren’t you?    

I don’t know your name. 

 

Ann-Marie  I’m Ann-Marie. I moved into the Crescent a couple of weeks ago. There’s 



 

 

    just me and Sally. We don’t really know any of the neighbours yet.  

 

Monica   Hello Sally. 

 

Ann-Marie   I’m afraid you’ll get little out of her. She’s got a terminal illness that  

    affects the brain. I’m her full time carer these days. 

 

Monica   Oh that’s dreadful…What’s Sally’s illness? 

 

Ann-Marie   It’s called Giddings Palsy…it’s very rare. A neurological disorder. 

 

Monica   Can’t anything be done for her? 

 

Ann-Marie   No… that’s it…nothing can be done…and we’ve tried everything. 

 

Monica   It must be a tragedy for you. 

 

Ann-Marie   Yes…she’s my only daughter…it’s sad…but we do try to be upbeat. 

 

Monica   If I can help in any way… 

 

Ann-Marie   If only you could…but thanks all the same. 

 

Monica   Well, I live here with Steve and Nadine…and Judith lives next door.  

  We’ve recently signed up with the W.G. group in Hinchley Hill. Haven’t  

  we Judith?   (Judith nods) 

 

Ann-Marie  Oh, they’re tremendous, aren’t they. Always on the lookout for good  

    charitable causes. Such a selfless mob…er band. 

 

Monica  Yes…(slightly cynically) just too good to be true…and they do such  

  wonderful theatre trips and shopping expeditions…not that that’s what  

  attracted us, of course. 

 

Judith   Oh no….we’re just the charity champions. 

 

Ann-Marie   I’m sure you’re all pretty occupied with your various charities…I didn’t 



 

 

    realise that such help existed. What a shame I didn’t contact your   

    organisation earlier…when there was still time. 

 

Monica   Oh dear …. Still time for what? I’m sure our ladies would always be on  

  the look out to help out a worthy cause…particularly a local one. 

 

Ann-Marie   Aw no…I couldn’t….We certainly don’t want to impose upon you. 

 

Monica   No… really… If there’s a problem…….our full-of-goodness Samaritan 

   colleagues of mine would be only too pleased to help out.   

 

Ann-Marie   I wouldn’t hear of it…though if only something could be achieved…to  

  save Sally….but we haven’t got that sort of money. 

 

Monica   Well…what sort of money are you thinking of? 

 

Ann-Marie   Lots…it’s off the scale. 

 

Monica   Just say the figure. 

 

Ann-Marie   (Swallowing hard) Seven hundred thousand pounds. 

 

Monica   Wow! … Seven hundred th… Oh my God. ….  

 

Judith  A whip round in the Hare and Hounds wouldn’t even get       

close. That’s way beyond Women’s Guild limits …. just for one person. 

 

Ann-Marie   I know…but what can I do? I just have to watch her slowly slipping  

    away…even though the clinic in Zurich would take her on at a   

    moment’s notice…and give her a damn good chance of    

            recovery….obviously, it’s expensive treatment…but that’s the   

    impenetrable barrier.  

 

Judith   You could mention it to your flock today, couldn’t you    

    Monica…They’re due here shortly, aren’t they? 

 

Monica   I could certainly mention it…but given that they had a job raising fifty  



 

 

    quid for a catheter and inco pads for Mrs Hoare-Davis last week, I  

    wouldn’t hold my breath. 

 

Ann-Marie   Oh, if you only could…I’ve almost given up hope….but this…could  

    be a lifeline for me and Sally. 

 

Monica   I can’t promise anything. 

 

Ann-Marie   No… but you will do your best…won’t you… for Sally? 

 

Judith   Me and Monica will mention it to the ladies when they call today.  

    That’s about all we can promise. 

 

Ann-Marie   I’d be so grateful. I didn’t realise I had such good friends right here on my 

    doorstep. You’re both angels of mercy. 

 

Monica   It’s our pleasure. We’ll let you know if anything materialises. 

 

Ann-Marie  Oh…you’re so kind…You know I’m just along the road, last house on the  

    left. 

 

Judith   All right…We’ll see you soon perhaps. 

 

Ann-Marie   I do hope so…Goodbye to you both. 

 

Monica   Bye Ann-Marie…. Bye Sally. 

 

    (Ann-Marie and Sally exit. Monica closes the door) 

 

Monica Pheew…what are we going to do now?…my fellow divine messenger. 

 

Judith Can’t we just quietly forget it? It’s far beyond the scope of the W.G. 

 

Monica It wouldn’t hurt us to have a word though…but I’m not really into all this  

  charity stuff. 

 

Judith Spoken like a true angel of mercy. 



 

 

 

Monica Well I’m not…I’m truly sympathetic…but that’s as far as it goes. 

 

Judith I’m not too sure about her. 

 

Monica Oh she seems all right. What didn’t you like about her? 

 

Judith Her name. 

 

Monica Her name? …Ann-Marie…what’s bad about that? 

 

Judith Why does she have to have two names? Isn’t one good enough for her? 

 

Monica Come on. 

 

Judith It’s just a bit of a mouthful to say. One name doesn’t easily flow into the  

  other one. It’s like Brinks-Mat Gold or Trish-Trash Polka… you have to …  

  sort of … have a run at it. 

 

Monica What would you prefer … something more simple…like Cat Flap or Piss  

  Pot? 

 

Judith Maybe I’m just cynical about the whole thing. We’ve never seen her  

  before…and within five minutes, she’s mentioning that she needs over half 

  a million quid….She must’ve already known we’re in the W.G…..or was it 

  just a coincidence? 

 

Monica Give the woman a break. She’s probably had a hard life. Her daughter  

  certainly looks to be in bad way. Wouldn’t you do the same for your  

  daughter? 

 

Judith I suppose so…but all that cash. We couldn’t even raise the taxi fare to the 

  airport…never mind bloody Zurich. 

 

  (The doorbell rings. Judith goes to answer the door to the members of the 

  W.G.…namely, Lorna, Melanie. Kim and Alison) 

 



 

 

Judith Ta-ra! …. Ladies of the Women’s Guild, please enter. 

 

  (they all amble into the room … spouting patronising carps) 

 

Lorna What a sweet little cottage. 

 

Melanie It’s lovely…but we had a job parking, didn’t we? There’s so many cars in  

  this street… None of these houses have got garages, have they? 

 

Alison Hey…These places are much bigger than you‘d think. They seem so small  

  from the outside. 

 

Kim  I thought we’d never all fit in here together. 

 

Monica This is my humble home…and you’re all welcome to it. (tails off when  

  significance of dual meaning registers). 

 

Judith Did you really mean to say that? 

 

Monica (announces) Ladies, this is my first host party…so I’m not sure of the  

  protocol…but I guess you’d all like me to get the coffees in, wouldn’t you? 

 

Lorna You’ve got the idea, Monica….first things first. Liquid before levity, I  

  always say. 

 

Monica I’ll go and get things started then. Won’t be a mo’.  

 

Judith And no sneaky ciggies out there. 

 

Monica Why not?…Cough before coffee… I always say. 

 

  (Monica exits to the kitchen) 

 

Judith Well ladies…would you all like to take your seats… 

 

  (They each find a seat. Lorna and Mel on the settee. Alison and Kim on two 

  wooden chairs. Judith remains standing) 



 

 

 

Judith Ladies, may I start? 

 

Lorna Feel free. 

 

Judith Thank you: If I may, I’ll kick off with something that Monica might have 

 liked to raise…it’s about a specific local cause…a very pathetic cry for  

help from a lady whose only child, that’s her daughter, is dying 

of…erm….Giddings Palsy. 

 

Lorna Never heard of it. 

 

Judith No…it’s pretty rare…and that’s the nub of the problem. There’s no known 

  treatment programme available in this country…but in Switzerland they’re 

  pioneering a form of treatment that’s effective…but it’s expensive. 

 

Lorna I don’t like that word ‘expensive’. How much would the woman need? 

 

Judith I don’t think she has much cash herself…but she’s quoted me a high  

  figure…..   

 

Lorna How high? 

 

Judith Seven hundred thousand pounds. 

 

  (This is met by a totally negative reaction from the members) 

 

Mel  Judith…You can’t be serious…No can do…Right….next item on the  

  agenda. 

 

Alison Judith, the most we’ve ever raised is two thousand pounds…and we almost 

  had to twist arms to get that….so this one’s right out of the question. 

 

  (Steve returns) 

 

Judith It’s what I thought you’d say…but we promised to pass it on, anyway. 

 



 

 

  (Steve barges straight into the middle of the group’s discussion) 

 

Steve  Hello folks…What’s on the agenda this week? Help support the rapidly  

  deteriorating third world countries…. such as England, Scotland and  

                  Wales? 

 

Kim  No…we were discussing raising money to help a particular deserving  

  person…but we don’t think we’d be able to do it. 

 

Steve  Shame….What d’you need? 

 

Kim  We’d need big money. Can you suggest a way whereby us ladies could 

 make cash very rapidly? 

 

Steve  Well (He thinks) Well, there’s always the very obvious…erm… 

 

Alison Stephen! …. We’re trying to raise some money for one of your neighbours. 

 

Steve  Oh gawd … As long as it’s not that overweight benefit claiming, alleged  

  single parent down the road… She’s received more on Income Support than 

 the last two lottery winners combined.  

 

Judith No…it’s Ann-Marie and Sally. 

 

Steve  Is that three people? 

 

Judith It’s two…Ann-Marie is one person. 

 

Steve  I’ve really no idea…money’s pretty tight these days. 

 

Kim  Listen everybody….I‘ve been thinking, though….we could give it a shot. 

 

  (Steve exits to help his mum with the coffee) 

 

Lorna Oh Kim…How could we ever…. 

 

Kim  No…no….this is just a complete shot in the dark….but what about ’scuse 



 

 

  my language,’ The Greedy Bastard Show’? 

 

Lorna The greedy what? 

 

Kim  It’s just that I have a friend who works on this Channel Four cult T.V. show. 

  It’s really just a vehicle for the game-show host Mike Moran. All he does is 

   ridicule the contestants, but all the time, he encourages them to keep  

  taking risks to get bigger and bigger prizes. The audience all egg on the  

  contestants until they lose all they’ve won in gambling for the big prize. 

 

Mel  What’s the point in that? 

 

Kim  (Weakly) Well, then the audience all call out….”Greedy Bastard” 

 

Mel  (doubtfully) That’s the show, is it? 

 

Kim  Yes…and of course, there’s the sparkling wit of Mike Moran. It’s quite  

  popular. 

 

Alison So nobody wins…did you say? 

 

Kim  In the last two years, there’s been about three winners. They can win quite 

  large amounts…but the odds are always against you. The show’s more  

  about humiliating the losers. 

 

Alison (Dryly) Sounds like a fun show. 

 

Kim  You’d have to watch it. It’s crazy. The people really only go on it for their 

  fifteen minutes of fame. You’d have to be damn lucky to win anything. 

 

Lorna But you think it’s worth trying to get on it. 

 

Kim  It’s just that…we’d never stand the chance of raising that sort of cash  

  ordinarily….so why don’t we have a crack at winning the jackpot?…at least 

   we can say we tried…before we eventually have to tell our deserving  

  person that, sorry … we just weren’t able to deliver. 

 



 

 

Mel Actually…when you think of it. That show could generate some cash 

anyway…if the viewing public en masse, could whip-up some feeling for 

the cause, it could open a few doors for us. 

 

Lorna You know…I think that isn’t at all bad…I mean, what are the chances of  

  getting on that show? 

 

Kim  I could mention it to my friend. They’re always looking out for quirky  

  people to take part. 

 

Lorna So you’re saying we need a quirky person. 

 

Kim  Definitely. 

 

Alison Well…which one of us registers as the most quirky, then? 

 

  (They all look round at each other. Nobody speaks… but they all look to the 

  door. Suddenly Monica enters with a tray of coffees) 

 

Monica Coffees up.…Why are you all staring at me? 

 

Judith The perfect candidate…. A good choice everyone. 

 

Monica Hello … choice? …. for what? 

 

Judith I’m afraid I’ve stolen your thunder, Monica. I’ve told them all about Ann-

Marie and Sally. 

 

Monica Oh really….ooo yeah…it’s certainly a good cause. 

 

Lorna And we might be able to help!  … So how would you like to go on T.V.? 

 

Monica Me? On T.V. ….not The X Factor? 

 

Lorna No…It’s The Greedy…..what was it Kim? 

 

Kim  The Greedy (subdued) Bastard Show. 



 

 

 

Monica (Enthusiastically) The Greedy Bastard Show…I love that…Oooo that Mike  

  Moran…He has  me in stitches…the things he comes out with….and 

 he makes such fools of all the contestants… and everyone shouts out,  

“Greedy Bastard”…. (realising) Oh crikey. 

 

Lorna So you’ll do it, then? 

 

Monica Me? ... (now doubtfully)…Oh…Yeah I think so. 

 

  (Steve breezes in) 

 

Mel  We’re trying to get your Mum on T.V. 

 

Steve  Great….Would that be Crimewatch? 

 

Lorna It’s Mike Moran’s Greedy something show. 

 

Steve  The Greedy Bastard Show….Mum’s going to be on that (laughs) …but all 

  he does is take the p…. er mick out of people…oh mum. 

 

Kim  It’s our only chance of getting some cash. 

 

Steve  But nobody ever wins on that show. If you don’t gamble, the audience  

  keeps on booing until you do…and then, when you lose… they all shout  

  out, “Greedy Bastard”. 

 

Lorna D’you know…I have a problem envisaging such a formula in a popular  

  game show. 

 

Steve  Well…it’s fantastic. I watch it every week. I hate seeing people win  

  anyway… I mean, why should they? Why don’t they work for it   

  like….well…like I might have to… one day. 

 

Mel Of course…Alternatively, we could scrap the idea and copy those Women’s 

Institute ladies and do a naked calendar instead, to raise money. 

 



 

 

Alison Sounds like a very good idea to me…come on…so who’d be game to  

  reveal all? 

 

Kim  But that would be such old hat…sort of…jumping on the bandwagon.  

  Everybody’s doing it these days. What d’you reckon Steve? 

 

Steve  Dead right…they’re all such a bunch of exhibitionists, aren‘t they…all 

 dying to flaunt themselves in front of a camera while they precariously 

 position themselves behind a doughnut and a couple of Eccles cakes.                                                                                             

 

Lorna No, it’s a bad idea. I don’t think half of Hinchley Hill really wants to be 

nauseated quite so consummately at their breakfast tables. They’d never be 

able to look their fried eggs and Frosties in the eye again.  

 

Kim  What we need is public interest. 

 

Mel  Yeah…something mega. Mass media stuff. 

 

Lorna Well we’ve got the tragic story. 

   

Steve  I think the T.V. show’s a winner. I’d stick with that if I were you. 

 

Lorna Well, if we’re all agreed? 

 

Mel  I’m game. 

 

Alison Yeah, me too. 

 

Lorna Right then….Kim…will you try and set it up? 

 

Kim  All right. I’ll see Rita tomorrow…and explain everything to her. 

 

Lorna Terrific….Don’t say anything yet to…what was her name? 

 

Monica It’s Ann-Marie…and Sally. I’ll just say we’ve discussed it. 

 

Lorna Yes…that would be O.K. It’s so commendable of you, Monica…to think so 



 

 

  selflessly of others when we have a disagreeable minority here who’ve only 

  joined us for the free theatre trips and the shopping expeditions.  (Monica 

  gulps and smiles weakly). 

 

Kim  If we’re all agreed, I’ll speak with Rita tomorrow, then. She’s one of The 

  Greedy Bastard show’s production assistants. 

 

Lorna I’m fine with the show…but can we just call it, ‘The Greedy Show’ in  

  future.                               

     (Lights dim. Scene ends) 

                                                    

                                     The same day 10pm. (Same scene) 

  (Nadine and her new boyfriend Jack have been out for the evening. They 

  both enter hand in hand) 

 

Nadine Come in Jack; There’s no one around at the moment. 

 

Jack  (suggestively) That sounds encouraging. 

 

Nadine Forget it, Mike….It’s usually like Piccadilly Circus in this house. 

 

Jack  But you did invite me in …’for coffee’. 

 

Nadine I’m just going to get you a cup. 

 

Jack  Yeah but…y’know…you’ve seen it in all the agony columns…‘She asked 

  me in for a coffee…and before you knew it ‘we were do do do do’   

 (eyebrows raised). You know when anyone says, “coffee”, they really mean  

  nooky. 

 

Nadine (doubtfully) When you say coffee, you really mean nooky? 

 

Jack  You’ve got it. 

 

Nadine All right, I’ll get you a cup of nooky, then. 

 

Jack  Nadine…you don’t understand….after they get inside the door….it’s  



 

 

  usually, ’soon we were wildly tearing each other’s clothes off’….  

 

Nadine Not a chance. Not unless you’d like an audience of my mother, my   

  brother…and half of the Women’s Guild Knitting Circle to come crashing  

  in on us.    

 

Jack  They’d probably enjoy it. 

 

Nadine They’d be more likely to take up a collection. 

 

Jack  (Sighs) All right…I’ll wait here for my coffee, then. 

 

  (Nadine walks off to the kitchen. Jack takes a seat) 

 

Nadine (Off stage…from the kitchen) How do you like it? 

 

Jack  With milk, Two sugars please…oh, and a large Bromide. 

 

Nadine (Off stage) What’s Bromide? 

 

Jack  Never mind. 

 

  (Jack reflects…picks up a Women’s Guild Agenda…stares hard at the  

  cover) 

 

Jack  Hey Nadine…did you say your mum was in the Women’s Guild? 

 

Nadine (Off stage)…Yeah…You thinking of joining? 

 

Jack  Not really…..They’re all in it round here. It’s getting a bit like the Mafia.  

 

Nadine (Off stage) I’m sure they’d be flattered by the description. 

 

Jack  No, It’s just that half of ‘em have joined up to my judo classes recently. 

 

  (Nadine walks back in with two coffees. She hands one to Jack) 

 



 

 

Nadine There we are. One hot ’nooky’…Do you have any objection to getting to 

  grips with half the members of the Hinchley Hill WG., then? 

 

Jack  Not at all. The more, the merrier. 

 

Nadine Perhaps they’re all eager to get up close and personal with you…I bet  

  they‘re all (Suggests in WG style voice) ‘Oooo Jack…show me that body  

  press again‘. 

 

Jack  (lectures) No Nadine….It would be ethically wrong for me to be involved  

  in that sort of fraternisation. I keep my work quite separate from my private 

  life. 

 

Nadine I’m glad to hear it. I don’t want you shagged out before you ever get round 

  to me. 

 

Jack  Not likely…I’m in tip-top condition…ready to (holds his right arm above 

  the elbow, bringing his right arm upwards…depicting erect stance) spring 

  into action at any given moment. 

 

  (The door suddenly opens. Monica has returned) 

 

Monica Don’t let me interrupt you. 

 

 (Jack rapidly changes his actions into an implausible head scratch)  

 

Nadine It’s all right mum. We’re just having a nooky…I mean coffee. 

 

Monica And that’s just what it looked like.  

 

Nadine Jack was just saying how fit he is. 

 

Monica (Eyeing him up) Yes, he looks pretty fit to me….By the way, did Steve tell 

  you….I’m  gonna be a T.V. star. 

 

Nadine No…Really…you … on T.V.? 

 



 

 

Monica Yup…with Mike Moran. 

 

Nadine Not one man and his dog? 

 

Monica Nadine…please….I’m on the Greedy Show. 

 

Nadine The Greedy Bastard Show! ….I don’t believe it. 

 

Monica Well, nothing’s settled yet…but that’s the idea. Kim’s trying to arrange it. 

 

Nadine Oh Jack, you must see it. They have all these…sort of really eccentric  

  people on…and Mike Moran completely takes the pee out of them…(she 

  laughs) 

 

Monica (Slightly hurt) I’m actually trying to win some money. 

 

Nadine You can’t win on it. You might as well put all your money on one big bet on 

  something that’s totally unlikely…with hundreds of odds against it… 

 

Jack  (Suggests) Like England winning the World Cup, 

 

Monica Not quite… that could never happen. 

 

Nadine It’s a great show though…but people can’t win on it. 

 

Monica Yes they do…oh well…even if they don’t…I don’t care, I’m only doing this 

  to keep in with the Guild members. 

 

Nadine Aren’t you after the cash yourself then? 

 

Monica No…apparently I’m a true angel of mercy; A self-sacrificing paragon of  

  virtue. 

 

Nadine We’re in absolute admiration. 

 

Monica And there’s a two hundred pounds appearance fee that comes with it. 

 



 

 

Nadine Which of course, you’ll be handing straight over to the Guild. 

 

Monica Will I ‘eck. 

 

  (Nadine stands up and heads towards the door) 

 

Nadine Well, good luck mum…We‘ve got to go. (To Jack). Coming then? 

 

Monica Are you off now? 

 

Nadine Yeah, Jack’s taking me home now. 

 

Monica But you’re already home. 

 

Nadine (skittish realisation) Oh yeah…well, we’ll be off anyway. 

 

Monica What time will you be home? 

 

Nadine Oh….you know. 

 

Monica Yes, I do know…Make it in forty five minutes. 

 

Nadine All right then. 

 

Monica (To Jack) And make sure she does. What did you say your name was? 

 

Jack  My name’s Jack. 

 

Monica What do you do for a living, Jack? 

 

Jack  I teach Judo down at the Community Centre. Well… see you. 

 

  (Mike and Nadine suddenly leave while Monica remains open mouthed as 

  she immediately realises the significance of Jack’s statement) 

 

Monica (to herself) Judo?…Wait wa…..(but the pair had left). 

 



 

 

                                    (Lights dim. End of Scene) 

                                             Two weeks later 

 

  (Two weeks later. Everyone is sat round the T.V. set to watch Monica  

  perform on the ‘Greedy Show’. The stage is split. On one side of the stage  

  are Judith,  Lorna, Mel, Alison and Kim…as well as Steve and Nadine. The  

  time is ten  o’clock…and Mike Moran is due to present the show. He  

  appears, stage left in a section that is decorated with glitter and tinsel and he  

  addresses the audience) 

                                            ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

 

Mike Moran  Hello everyone….Good evening Ladies, gentlemen, everyone……. That  

      includes bi-sexuals, cross dressers, trans-genders and even those who are  

      not quite sure. We also want to include hetrosexuals …What perverts  

      they must be, eh? Hey, did you know that the latest survey says that nine  

      out of ten people enjoy sex with a stranger, ….Well there’s always one  

     party pooper! …but you don’t have to be a weirdo to enjoy this show. It’ 

 a show with teeth (drum roll). A show that bites (drum roll) The show that  

comes out in the evening …and gets left in a glass of water overnight. The 

 show that warmly allows you into its living room…and then kicks your 

 butt out the door….Yes…it’s your favourite  game show, as well as mine… 

 yes, it’s Mike Moran’s …..The Greedy Bastard Show…. (His hand is  

raised to milk the ‘spontaneous’ applause…also induced by his side kick  

glam co-presenter Ivy Leaf) …and here is my glamorous assistant….well, 

 she was once….the one, the only…. It’s Ivy Leaf….Come on, Ivy…give us  

a half a twirl…She can’t manage a full twirl these days, poor dear. How are 

 you Ivy?  

 

Ivy    Fine Mike…I’ve had a very interesting….(immediately cut short by Mike) 

 

Mike    That’s enough of that...yes, yes everyone …this is the show with a  

    difference… we love to see you try to win…..but, we unashamedly urge  

    you to completely flout your own barriers of common sense by helping  

  you to gamble away a fortune so we can all enjoy watching that money  

   slipping slowly away through your greedy fingers.  

 

Ivy    That’s not true. We want you to win. 



 

 

 

Mike    Oh yes, I’ve forgotten…we said we’d lie tonight…didn’t we? 

 

Ivy    We’d love you to win, honestly. 

 

Mike    What fun we’re going to have. Of course, there’s every chance you could 

    win some fantastic amount … so it’s either ‘Hopes up high’ or ‘Pigs might  

    fly’ …so without any more ado…let’s get on with the show….Miss Ivy 

Leaf, let’s have our first contestant on….and tonight our first guest is Mrs 

Monica Morell….let’s give her a big hand. 

 

    (Monica nervously walks on…accompanied by Miss Ivy Leaf…to be met 

    in the middle of the stage by big Mike Moran) 

 

Alison   Ooo look…there she is…she looks nervous 

 

Mike  Here she is…all the way from Hinchley Hill in Surrey…That’s right, isn’t it 

  Monica?  (He puts his arm round Monica’s shoulder) 

 

Monica Yes. 

 

Mike  And tell me, Monica. You want to win tonight’s star prize, guaranteed to be 

  over…..Seven hundred thousand pounds…. (Again… hand raised and mass 

  cheering from the audience). Now Monica, tell me, what do you want the 

  money for? 

 

Monica It’s to help a little girl in Hinchley Hill, called Sally Redway. She’s got an  

  incurable disease that could be helped by a revolutionary new treatment  

  that’s being developed in Zurich in Switzerland at the moment. 

 

Mike  Yeah, those gnomes do such wonderful work, don’t they? 

 

Monica (Bewildered) Do they? 

 

Steve  Oh God…she’s gonna get slaughtered. 

 

Mike  And how did you find out about this young lady? 



 

 

 

Monica I belong to the Women’s Guild in Hinchley Hill and we found out about this 

  unfortunate girl some while ago. 

 

Lorna (Hands raised) We got a mention! 

 

Mike  And how much do you need to raise to get this poor girl to Zurich and to 

  receive the treatment she needs? 

 

Monica Well, I was hoping for the full amount. 

 

Mike Wow! …That could be anything up to a million quid. (whistles…and looks 

appealingly at the audience) but what’s wrong with the jolly old NHS? 

Don’t tell me things are so bad they’re calling in The Receivers. 

 

Monica It’s not available under the NHS. All they can do is to sedate her…and to 

  allow her to die peacefully. 

 

Mike  Oh everybody …That’s horrible. Is Sally here tonight? 

  

Monica Yes, she came with me. 

 

Mike  Well, let’s bring her on then. 

 

  (Sally is unsteadily brought on by Ivy Leaf…to a spot right next to Monica. 

She arrives in a fanfare of jazzy music. Ivy sits her in a chair which is 

already positioned on the stage) 

 

Mike  (Looking discouragingly at Sally) Well I hope there are other ways of  

 raising the money. You know that with this show, the odds are really 

 stacked high against you from the start…Ivy, have we enough money to 

 pay out if she wins? 

 

Ivy  Of course Mike…You know we’re obliged to pay out if Monica can defy 

 the odds. 

 

Mike Monica, of course we’ve no objection to you winning (he jokes) The minor 



 

 

drawback is, the company might have to go into liquidation if you do….so 

poor old Sally, you’d better start saving up for that Swiss Hospice …or at 

least for a down payment to Bupa…. immediately  

 

Ivy  Good luck Monica 

 

Mike  And she’s gonna need it….Monica’s already made it clear she wants to go 

 all the way tonight…to get her greedy hands on the star prize…It’s a  

hundred to one chance….but let’s see her try....and fail miserably…no…I  

mean win…that big pot. 

 

Ivy  Remind us of the rules, Mike. 

 

Mike  Right…. the rules, not that anybody ever listens…but like Ivy, the rules are 

  very simple….each contestant has got six hurdles to clear. 

 

Ivy  (holding up six fingers) That’s six. 

 

 Mike As always….Ivy’s got six on the brain…O.K. Each correct answer wins  

  you the odds of each question , multiplied by the figure that you‘ve won up  

  to that time.….Have you got that?  No, neither did I…anyway, let’s press  

  on…who cares…Don’t forget, get one wrong, and you can lose the lot 

 

Ivy  But you can stick at any time. If you get five correct, that’ll be big, big  

  money 

 

Mike  Doesn’t that sound tempting, Monica? 

 

Monica Yes, it does. 

 

Mike  We start by giving you a fiver…so you can keep this lucrative amount…or 

  you can play by gambling the money…so whatcha’ gonna do Monica? 

 

Monica I’ll play, Mike. 

 

Mike  Lovely…wasn’t much risk there, was there…but here we go….Our first  

  question is a ten to oner…that means we asked ten people before we found 



 

 

  somebody who managed to get it right…(he jokes) and he was a professor 

  at Oxford University…no Monica…only joking….Well, here it is…It’s ten 

  to one: are you ready? 

 

Monica Yes. 

 

Steve  It’s ten to one…she hasn’t got a chance. 

 

Mike  For fifty pounds, The Giant’s Causeway is a major tourist attraction. This

  consists of several thousand stone pillars, originally formed by the rapid  

  cooling of lava. They are in which country? 

 

Monica Oh dear…I don’t know…but I think I’ve seen it in an ‘ad on the telly. 

  (Monica turns to Sally in her chair. She stoops down…and mouths   

  something to Sally. She then looks up, looking bewildered. She stutters) I’m 

  just going to say, “Northern Ireland”. 

 

Mike  Correct! 

 

Nadine How did she get that? 

 

Mike  I thought you didn’t have a clue…but it’s correct… Amazing…She’s not so 

  dumb after all ….Still…it’s only fifty quid so far…and you need a lot  

  more than that. I know you’re going to gamble on our next  

  question …which is rated by our experts as a five to one shot. 

 

Monica Yes please. 

 

Mike  She’s going to gamble her fifty quid everyone. It’s what we like to see. 

  Right the next question is this, (he reads) Name the extensive landlocked 

  anchorage which is situated off the North coast of Scotland, in the Orkney 

  Islands. This was a major naval base in both world wars. It’s two hundred 

  and eighty pounds if you get it. 

 

Monica (Bewildered) My granddad would know this one. 

 

Mike  If he’s watching tonight…probably from up there (he points skywards)  



 

 

                  Give  Monica a sign….please. (hands held in prayer). 

 

Alison Will she know? 

 

Steve  Well I don’t know and Nadine doesn’t. She definitely won’t know this one. 

 

Monica (Monica reaches down to Sally)….Oh Sally, we’re going to have to make a 

  guess… (after a few moments deliberation)……..It isn’t Scapa Flow?    

 

 Mike Correct!….I don’t believe it…    I don’t believe it…Right…seal up that  

  skylight…She gets no more help from granddad. (to Monica) Well Monica, 

 you’ve now got yourself two hundred and eighty quid. 

 

Monica That’s nice. 

 

Kim  She’s much cleverer than I thought. 

 

Nadine I’m surprised she knew where the Orkneys are…let alone the landlocked 

  anchorage. 

 

Mike  All right, Monica…but you don’t want to go home with that…trifling  

  amount, do you? … You want to gamble it, don’t you? 

 

Monica I certainly do. 

 

Mike  All right Monica…two hundred and eighty quid goes onto question number 

  three …. ready? 

 

Monica Yup. 

 

Mike  Here it is: Question number three. What is the name of the English   

  composer born in eighteen seventy four and died in nineteen thirty four,  

  who composed The Planets Suite. The odds for this are eight to one. Now 

  take your time. 

 

Monica I know a couple of the pieces….Mars and Jupiter….written by….ooo what 

  was his name. (She bends down and speaks to Sally) Oh Sal…we’ve had it. 



 

 

 

Mike  Now Monica…to win two thousand, two hundred pounds, can we have an 

  answer from you now. 

 

Monica (hesitantly)…Er…Holst….Gustav Holst. 

 

Mike  From nowhere! …. Is there someone coughing in the audience or sending 

  semaphore signals? This girl’s unbelievable….Gustav Holst is the  

  right  answer. (He calls out to Ivy) Ivy…prepare my C.V. for Monday. This  

  girl’s gonna get me relegated to ‘Deal or no deal’. 

 

Mike  (to Monica) How do you do it? 

 

Monica I’ve been very lucky. 

 

Mike  (To the audience) Y’know…the guys back stage said we’d got a simpleton 

 here tonight…but I said, C’mon guys, that’s not fair…she’s no  

simpleton … she’s not that intelligent. 

 

Ivy  Mike….behave yourself. 

 

Lorna Isn’t he rude. 

 

Mike  Monica, feel lucky enough to gamble two thousand, two hundred     

  pounds…added to your two eighty stake…which comes to two thousand, 

  five hundred pounds on question number four? 

 

Monica I’m going to go on. 

 

Mike  What a gal’. Now, to win ten thousand pounds…for question four…just  

  listen carefully….What was the name of the English novelist and essayist 

   who died in nineteen fifty, famed for writing such works as The Road to  

  Wigan Pier, Animal Farm and Nineteen Eighty Four (1984). The odds are 

   four to one….that’s cos it’s an easy question….even I know this 

one…(whispers) Ivy wouldn’t have a clue. Whad’yer think Monica? …   

over to you.  

 



 

 

Monica I think I know his name…but what is it?…I’ll have to really think. (She  

  bends down to Sally) It’s not HG Wells….it’s…it’s…. (turns to Mike) Is it 

  George Orwell? 

 

Nadine (Chorused by the others) She got it! 

 

Mike  Aahhhh! Is there no stopping this chick. She’s having us on. I thought she 

  was a bit….(spins his forefinger round his right temple…to indicate loopy) 

  but she’s not…she’s a genius. I can’t add up….Ivy…tell me how much  

  she’s won…just say it quickly…’cos it comes out of our fees. 

 

Ivy  Well done Monica…I make it, that right now, Monica could walk away  

  with twelve thousand, six hundred pounds. 

 

Mike  What’s happening tonight. I thought we had a bunch of losers lined up. (He 

  wails) It’s not fair… We’re all being taken to the cleaners. 

 

Ivy  Don’t worry Mike … Monica can afford to help you out from her winnings. 

 

Mike  I’ll need it….  After all, I went to see my financial advisor only this  

  week. 

 

Ivy  What did he tell you? 

  

Mike  He told me I’m set up for life… 

 

Ivy  But that’s good. 

 

Mike  But unfortunately, that’s only if I die by next Tuesday. (and now recovering) 

  Anyway Monica…Here we go…Question five…and it’s five to one…do 

 you want to gamble?….You could easily walk away with that twelve 

 thousand grand…It’s up to you. 

 

Monica I’m going to gamble. 

 

Mike  Thank goodness….that’s what we like to see….a futile gesture …Well, we  

  haven’t heard it yet tonight…so everyone…let’s give Monica our usual  



 

 

  very helpful encouragement…. .  

 

  (Mike and Ivy whip up a cry from the audience of “Greedy Bastard”  

  repeated two or three times….more muted than usual) 

 

Lorna What is the point of that stupid, inane chant. 

 

Ivy  Mike, she’s not really greedy. She’s giving it all to Sally. 

 

Mike  That’s what she says….but wait till she gets her hands on those crispy  

  notes….however… here’s question number five then…ready Monica. 

 

Monica (with eyes closed tightly) Yes Mike. 

 

Mike  Monica…Who was the niece and wife of Herod Antipas and mother of  

  Salome, whom she persuaded to ask for the head of John the Baptist? Her 

  ambition eventually lead to the banishment of her husband. 

 

Monica The neice and wife? I’ll just have to have a wild guess. (She kneels down  

  and puts her arm round Sally) It’s got to be one of those biblical  

  names…Herod and….what…oh dear. 

 

Steve  (Now pacing) She won’t know this. She can’t know it. 

 

Mike  I’ll have to hurry you…. (to the audience) Looks like she’s a goner this  

  time… Pheew…Ivy…you can book up now for that luxury week end in  

  Tower Hamlets….O.K. Monica, We’ll need an answer from you right now,  

  otherwise, we’ll be running into the commercials….So what’s your answer, 

  Monica? 

 

Monica (totally unsure of pronunciation) …could it be Her-o-dias. 

 

Chorus of all the TV watchers She’s got it! 

 

Mike  (now falls on the floor and lays flat out. Ivy is fanning him) She‘s gonna  

  clean us out…..the bailiffs are on the way. (Now on his feet) How did she 

   do it…She had no idea….You’re winding us up, aren’t  you Monica. How  



 

 

  long have you been a member of Mensa? 

 

Monica It just came to me…out of the blue. 

 

Mike  Look …Before the show, I asked her for a word beginning with Q…and she 

 said  ‘cucumber’…but she’s just answered five on the trot…all correctly.  

How  d’yer like this woman. (he puts his arm round Monica)…Now 

 Monica…we’d love to give you the money….but I’d like to see that crazy 

 illogical mind spinning away again…cos’ you know…with the next  

question at ten to one, you can put Sally on that plane to Zurich. (To the 

 audience) Has she got the courage to go for it? 

 

Ivy  I think she has the courage… (to the audience)…should she gamble,  

  everyone? 

 

  (A prompted ‘Yes’ erupts from the audience (the wings)  

 

Mike You’ve won seventy five thousand, six hundred pounds! What a moment! 

Are you brave enough to back the whole lot on our ten to one 

question…and remember, if you get it wrong, you lose the whole… jolly… 

lot. 

 

Monica I’m going to gamble, Mike…to get Sally cured. 

 

  (Mike and Ivy do high fives, as this should be the highlight of the night’s 

  show…plus, there’s a good chance she’ll lose) 

 

Mike  Before we start…just to recap….you’re backing seventy five thousand , six 

  hundred pounds on a ten to one chance. Ivy…How much cash is Monica 

  going to bleed from the company if she wins tonight? 

 

Ivy  I make it, she stands to hit us for…wait for it…. A whopping eight 

   hundred and thirty one thousand, six hundred pounds.  

 

Mike  Oh boy! All right…here we go….ready Monica? 

 

Monica Yes. 



 

 

 

Judith This is it, everyone. 

 

Mike  (wiping imaginary sweat from forehead) Right for eight hundred thousand 

  pounds…and a bit of loose change…. Question six…and (with mock tears) 

  to put us all out of work tomorrow… the question’s on drugs and   

  medicine….Monica, do you know much about medical matters? 

 

Monica No…I’m rarely ill and I never take pills. 

 

Mike  (Rubbing his hands) That sounds good for us…. might be unlucky for  

  you…but it could save the company’s bacon. Anyway…we wish you all the  

  luck. For this one, you have to stand in the sound proofed box…O.K. 

 

  (Monica now leaves Sally’s side and walks into the box) 

 

Mike  And remember…you have only thirty seconds to come up with the name on 

  my card. Now take your time…but not too much…Can you hear me all  

  right in there? 

 

Monica Yes. 

 

Mike- Just relax and we’ll start the clock when I’ve asked the question. Do you 

   understand? 

 

Monica Yes. 

 

Mike  Here we go. The question is…for what specific medical condition is the  

  drug Mesalazine used as a medication?…That’s (Spells it out)..M E S A L  

  A Z I N E …(repeats) Mesalazine… Right…start the clock. (The clock  

  starts to tick). 

 

Judith (Jumping up) She should know this. I gave her one of my tablets a few 

 weeks ago. 

 

Monica Oh crikey…I haven‘t a clue…hang on hang on…yes, I’ve heard of  

  it!…Mesalazine yes yes. I had it given to me only recently for my  



 

 

  sore mouth….Judith had a problem…oh dear, what was it…oh oh, I  

  know…it was some bottom problem….oh God…what do you call   

  it….erm…erm….(the clock ticks to ‘time out’) 

 

  (Mike walks across the stage to console the downcast Monica. He puts his 

  arm round her.  

(The TV watchers give a combined ‘Ah’ sound of disappointment)) 

 

Judith (With others adding short disparaging comments) Oh no…she lost. ..and 

  she could’ve won us eight hundred thousand pounds. 

 

Alison  Or even walked away with the seventy five thousand she’d won.  

 

Mike  Oh no….She nearly had it. You had the name on the tip of your tongue,  

  didn’t you? 

 

Monica (Forlornly) Yes…It was Colitis. 

 

Mike  Ahh Colitis on the tip of the tongue’s gotta be really serious .…but so  

  unlucky….We could have accepted ‘Ulcerative Colitis’. Crohn’s   

  Disease…or simply, as you said, Colitis…which you came up with after  

  about thirty five seconds. (Mike calls to the wings) We can’t let her have it, 

  can we…. (He waits)….Oh Monica…our producer is shaking his head. You 

  were so… so near. Anyway…let’s give her a big hand. 

 

Ivy  Bad luck, Monica….That was amazing…We’re taking a break. We’ll be  

  back in a couple of minutes everyone. 

 

  (Monica and Mike both wave as the show takes a break for the commercial. 

  Ivy leaves the stage to the accompaniment of jazzy music)) 

 

Mike  Oh boy…that was just too close for comfort…I really thought we’d all be 

  signing on for Celebrity Big Brother next week. What a wonderful   

  effort…you’ve really shown what a great sport you can be…You  

frivolously risked the seventy five thousand you had won on a whim that  

  your number could just come up… 

 



 

 

Monica The money would have helped Sally. It wasn’t for me. 

 

Mike  Y’know…that’s about the only time since this show started, that I didn’t  

  want them to call out our famous chant. 

 

Monica Thanks Mike…I’ll have to apologise to Sally. We nearly did it. 

 

  (Suddenly, Ivy comes rushing back on stage) 

 

Ivy  Hold on….this is amazing…We’ve had so many calls tonight. You won’t 

  believe this…but we’ve had cash offers flooding in from viewers all over 

  the country. 

 

Mike  You’re joking…our viewers are usually a bit more hard-nosed than that.  

  How much has been donated so far? 

 

Ivy  It’s still pouring in…The phones are going crazy. We’re still counting the 

  offers…so far, it’s reached over four hundred pounds! 

 

Mike  Four hundred in just a few seconds…Hold it Hold it. We could go back and 

  record anther segment onto the end of next week’s show. We can let them 

  all see that this programme does actually bring out the best in people. 

 

Ivy  But Mike, it could ruin your image…y’know…witnessing a bit of genuine  

  sentiment seep into that uncompromising, pitiless exterior of yours… But 

 what d’yer think, Monica? 

 

Monica  It sounds like great news, Ivy… but I’m pretty tired now…I’d best be  

  getting home with Sally … I’ll definitely be in touch tomorrow to see if   

  any more of these charity payments are coming through.  

 

Mike  You’ve been a great sport…a great programme tonight. I hope you reach  

  your target figure. 

 

  (Monica walks over to Sally and helps her to her feet) 

 

Ivy  God bless Monica…Good luck Sally. 



 

 

 

Mike  Byeeeee. 

 

(Monica walks off stage assisting Sally. Momentarily, Mike and Ivy start to 

follow) 

 

Mike  (To the audience) That’s all from me and Ivy …. But  don’t go away folks.  

                  See how Monica gets on in part two … After the interval.  

 

                                          End of first half. 
                                       

                                     Interval 
.                                             Second Act 
 

                                           The Next Day…10am 

 Nadine That phone has been non-stop this morning…I’ve turned them all off for a 

  while, otherwise we’ll have no peace. 

 

Monica My head’s aching. The T.V. company plied me with so much booze last  

  night, I can’t even remember getting to bed. 

 

Nadine I‘m not surprised… Steve and I carried you there. It was either that…or  

  leave you slumped on the floor all night. 

 

  (Monica now staggers over to the settee and keels over onto it) 

 

Monica Ooh ... My head…What’s been happening this morning? 

 

Nadine Well apparently, you’re a star…the money coming in has now reached over 

  a hundred thousand pounds. If it continues on that scale, Sally’s gonna get  

  that target figure. 

 

Monica Bully for Sally. 

 

Nadine You should be pleased. The press have been on. They want to come and  

  interview you later. They want a picture of you with Sally. 

 



 

 

Monica I can’t face all that bull shine…Judith’s coming soon to drive me round to 

  Tescos. I need to escape. 

 

Nadine I can’t understand you, mother…You should be feeling wonderful…but it’s 

  almost as if you’re ashamed of what you’ve done. 

 

Monica All this fuss…for what? 

  

Nadine (In exasperation) Good grief…Look, if you’re just going to wallow in  

  misery all morning, I’m going to pop off to the shops…. I’ll stop by at Ann 

  Marie’s on the way back. I’m sure she’ll show more delight than you’ve  

  managed to summon.  

 

  (The door-bell rings. Nadine answers the door to Judith) 

 

Judith Where is she?…I’ll bet she’s still bladdered from last night…the little lush. 

  (to Nadine) look at all this post I’ve just collected from your mail box…all 

  hand delivered this morning…most of them state.’cheque enclosed’. What 

  about that! 

 

Nadine You’ll have to shake her out of her boozy melancholic state, I’m afraid.  

  You’d think she’d be a bit more cheerful this morning. Anyway, I’m off.  

  See you later Judith.       (and Nadine exits) 

 

Judith (walking through) Come on ‘Mastermind’, shake a leg. Your public are  

  awaiting you. 

 

Monica I’ll be with you in a moment. I’m still thinking about last night. Things  

  aren’t right. 

 

Judith But you were sooo close. The only one you got wrong was the one you  

  should have got right…after refusing my colitis pill the other day. 

 

Monica Too right…but I didn’t….Judith, just give me five minutes and I’ll be ready 

 to come round to Tescos with you. 

 

Judith Where shall I put these cheques? 



 

 

 

Monica Oh just bung them here in this bag. We’ll go through them when we come 

  back. (Monica produces a blue plastic shopping bag and Judith flips the  

  post into the bag and then places the bag onto the settee). 

 

  (The front door bell rings) 

 

Judith I’ll go. 

 

  ( Judith goes to the door…to be confronted by an elderly looking figure,  

  with sparse grey hair. He is wearing glasses and he has a massive pot (beer 

  gut) belly. He walks with a limp. It is Rodney) 

 

Judith Can I help you? 

 

Rodney Sorry to bother you. I’ve just seen Mrs Morell on Television…and I wanted 

  to say how much I enjoyed it. 

 

Judith That’s very kind of you … (She calls out) Monica…. A man’s called to say 

  he liked you on T.V. You’re obviously a big star now. 

 

Monica Glory be ... You better show him in. 

 

Judith Step this way… (and noticing his wonky gait) Can you manage? 

 

Rodney Oh yes…I’m good for my age. 

 

Monica Thank you for calling. So you saw the show last night? 

 

Rodney It were great. I thought I just had to call by and offer a little something to  

  the collection for poor Sally. 

 

Monica That’s really generous of you. 

 

Rodney Oh no…it aint much. These days, I have to get by on me Gas Board  

  pension. This is only a fiver…but coming from me, it would be like   

  Elton John giving you five thousand quid (he guffaws). 



 

 

 

  (Rodney takes out the already written cheque from his pocket, and hands it 

  to Monica) 

 

Monica Well thank you very much Mr…er… 

 

Rodney My name is Wilcox…but actually…(clears throat) Monica… I was hoping 

 you’d…er remember me. 

 

Monica (With stricken look) Willcox…No…(Sudden realization) No, no…You 

can’t be…it’s not… 

 

Rodney Yes it is!….You remember me (Now with arms outstretched) ….It’s 

Rodney! 

 

Monica (Still shaken) Of course…Rodney…what a shock…er surprise…after all 

  this time…I can’t believe it. 

 

Rodney It seems like only yesterday to me…Come on love. Give us a hug. 

 

  (Monica reluctantly hugs Rodney. Her face (to audience) stiffened with  

  reservation and her body pushed back by Rodney’s beer belly) 

 

Monica You…you must live close by. 

 

Rodney Yes, I do. I’m staying at The Pines…it’s only a couple of roads away. 

 

Monica That’s (clears her throat) the care home, isn’t it? 

 

Rodney It certainly is….I thought I’d get in there early. Cos you never know what’s 

  round the corner, these days… do you? 

 

Monica I’m surprised you’re so close-by. I had no idea you were still in this area. 

 

Rodney Oh I’ve lived all over…but I decided to finally come home to where me  

  roots are. After all, it’s where I’ve got me fondest memories…I think you 

  know what I mean…. Eh? 



 

 

 

Monica Well…yes, yes (Flustered)…Do … do they let you out on your own….from 

  The Pines? 

 

Rodney (Slightly aggrieved) Course they do. There’s nothing wrong with me. I can 

 still do most things I used to…remember Monica?… and there’s still some  

lead left in me pencil. (He clicks his teeth) 

 

Monica Really….That’s … that’s nice. ( now noting Rodney’s plastic bag) … Have 

 you been shopping? 

 

Rodney No, I’m just on my way down to the launderette to do me smalls. 

 

Monica (turns to Judith) We’ll have to pop round and see Rodney someday. That  

  would be nice. We could talk about the old days. 

 

Rodney Yeah…but you needn’t bring ‘er (indicating Judith) with you. After all,  

  we’ve got a lot of catching up to do. 

 

Monica (now doubtfully)...Yes…I‘m sure we have. 

 

Rodney (With unhidden innuendo) And we’ve still got some … ah, unfinished  

  business to attend to… ain’t we? 

 

Monica Have we? 

 

Rodney Y’know…I’ve been waiting for this moment for many years. As soon as I 

  realised you were still living ‘ere, I couldn’t wait to come and see you. 

 

Monica (Unconvincingly) That’s really marvelous ...er…Rodney. 

 

Rodney D’you remember that time we got lost in Hampton Court Maze…took us 

  ages….but we didn’t really want to get out though, did we?….(He laughs 

 …and ends in an abrupt coughing fit). 

 

Judith Ah …What happy, happy memories. (Monica looks daggers at Judith). 

 



 

 

Rodney Hey…I couldn’t use your bog … er your toilet, could I? …. I’ve got a bit of  

a prostate problem. If I don’t go on the hour, it’ll be goodbye to another dry 

pair of YFronts. 

 

Judith Yes, of course; It’s just through there. (indicates stage right). 

 

Rodney As long as I don’t have to climb any stairs…not with these knees. 

 

  (After dropping his blue plastic laundry bag behind the settee, Rodney 

 exits. Judith holds her hand over her mouth suppressing her amusement.  

Monica remains in shock and is looking slightly ashamed) 

 

  The two ladies finally gain eye contact. Judith starts to openly laugh and  

  Monica cannot resist a shame faced giggle. Judith walks over to the chair) 

 

Judith That couldn’t have been a certain Rodney Wilcox by any chance?  

Monica…. Where’ve you been hiding that super stud all of these years? 

 

Monica I don’t believe it. He’s wiped out forty years of romantic dreams from my 

  life in just three minutes flat. 

 

Judith But you were ready to drop everything to re-start that prematurely shattered 

  relationship, and sail on with… ‘Hot Rod’ together…into blissful old 

 age. 

 

Monica (Covering her face) I know, I know……and Rodney’s already got there on  

  his own …. before me. 

 

Judith Forgive me if I’m mistaken…but that was your dream man from the  

  nineteen seventies…wasn’t it? ….. You know, the one you called  ‘the  

  vision of rugged athleticism’. 

 

Monica Stop it…It isn’t funny, Judith…What do I do now? 

 

Judith (in jest) Well…you’re free…go for it…he’s got his own self-contained flat 

   down at The Pines…and as he said, he’s ‘still got some lead in his pencil’. 

 



 

 

Monica Well he’s certainly not going to put it my pencil box….. You’re not helping 

  Judith. 

 

Judith But surely it was you who said, and here I quote, ’we’ve exchanged some 

  spicy texts’. You’ve been well and truly leading poor Rodney up the garden  

  path,  haven’t you Monica?… you little prick teaser. 

 

Monica I was texting the callow youth of yester year…not the pot-bellied pig that’s  

  probably now piddling on my bathroom floor. 

 

Judith Perhaps we should make a break for it while he’s in there. 

 

Monica We can’t leave him here in an empty house. 

 

Judith Well I only want a couple of items. We don’t have to be out for long. I can 

  get my stuff from the corner shop. What about you? 

 

Monica Yeah, all right…I’ll come with you…I’m sure Rodney can get himself back 

  to the care home safely….I’d better tell him we’re going, though…. 

 

Judith I wonder what’s in his laundry bag. 

 

Monica He said it was his smalls. 

 

Judith I’ll just have a sneaky peek. 

 

Monica No…He’ll be back in a minute. 

 

  (Judith does not heed the warning…she slowly and enticingly pulls out the 

  top item of clothing from Rodney’s bag. Rodney’s long john underpants are 

  slowly revealed) 

 

Monica (Nearly in hysterics) oh no…that does it. He can’t wear those stupid things. 

 

Judith (Still holding up the underpants, in Barbara Cartland style mock delivery) 

  And then, after he undressed me, he sensuously stripped off before me…to 

  reveal his sexy, figure hugging Marks and Sparks long johns. 



 

 

 

Monica (Still giggling) Stop it Judith…put them away. 

 

Judith But they’re so sensuous. 

 

Monica Come on … Quickly. 

 

Judith        He’s taking a while…he probably hasn’t found ’is whatsit yet. 

 

Monica I’m going to leave him to it. I’ll just give him a call. 

 

  (Monica exits to call to Rodney that they’re going. Meanwhile, the doorbell 

  rings. Judith goes to answer the door to Lorna) 

 

Judith (to Lorna) Come in.  Monica and I are just going over to the corner shop to  

  collect a couple of items…do you mind waiting here for a couple of  

  minutes? We won’t be long. We can have the ‘inquest’ on last night when  

  we come back. 

 

Lorna (Flourishing a bag) O.K. But just look at these cheques that have arrived, 

 hand delivered, into my post box this morning. The cash is really rolling in. 

 

Judith You can bung them with ours on the settee for the moment. 

 

  (Monica reappears) 

 

Lorna Here’s the star. 

 

Monica Hi Lorna….We’ll see you in a mo’ ....just off to the corner shop. Make  

  yourself at home. 

 

Lorna You’re coming straight back? 

 

Monica Yeah … ten minutes … O.K.? 

 

  (Off go both Monica and Judith) 

 



 

 

  (Lorna is left alone. She walks over to the settee and locates the bag with 

  the cheques in. She puts her items in with this bag and sits down. She picks 

  up the paper and starts to read it) 

 

  (After a few seconds, Rodney suddenly appears. He looks around, and fails 

  to spot anyone. Lorna is unaware of Rodney‘s presence) 

 

Rodney (to himself) Oh… 

 

  (He looks down and notices that he’s left his fly unzipped…and   

  immediately corrects this. He also brushes down some noticeable splash  

  marks on his trousers). He walks over towards the door, first checking the 

  level of one of Monica’s whiskey bottles. He is just about to leave when he 

  decides to linger for a moment…to sit on the arm of the settee. Facing away 

  from Lorna (and unseen by her), he perches down, before suddenly  

  lounging back across the settee, virtually straight into the lap of Lorna.  

  Lorna screams out. Rodney is equally bemused as he struggles to his  

  feet) 

 

Lorna Aaaaagh…. 

 

Rodney Sorry sweetheart, I didn’t see you there. I just wanted to test out the sofa. 

 

Lorna  Who the hell are you? 

 

Rodney I’m a very old friend of …. (flounders for the name, as he points to an  

  empty space). 

 

Lorna What Monica….you’re an old friend of Monica?  My Goodness. 

 

Rodney Yeah she’s always been my sweetheart…and she always will be. 

 

Lorna Good grief…You don’t actually live here by any chance? 

 

Rodney No…not yet… but you never know. 

 

Lorna Heavens… but nothing surprises me…are you staying? 



 

 

 

Rodney No, I won’t hang around. I’ve seen the lady, I’ve given her some cash…(He 

  winks) I reckon it was well worth it…(Bemused look from Lorna)….I’ve 

  just siphoned the python…and now I’ll be off. 

 

Lorna Well, I‘ll be seeing you…Mr …er 

 

Rodney Rodney….You know, they used to call me ‘Hot Rod’ years ago. 

 

Lorna I’m sure they did…well er goodbye…. Rodney. 

 

Rodney Bye sweetheart. (winks and clicks his teeth) 

 

  (Rodney exits. Lorna tries to compose herself for a few moments before  

  settling down in the settee again. (Rodney fails to remember to pick up his 

  laundry). The door-bell rings. Lorna goes to answer it. It is Jack at the door. 

  Jack is wearing his Judo outfit) 

 

Lorna Jack!….Whatever brings you here? 

 

Jack   (Thinking fast)  Oh…Lorna!   I…erm…I saw your car in the road. I  

  guessed you’d be here. 

 

Lorna Yes…but even so…we don’t want people to see us together…or know  

  about… us. 

 

Jack  No, no…I know the family. I just wanted to congratulate them after last  

  night. 

 

Lorna (Still rather shaken) O.K. O.K. but you know I can’t afford any scandal in 

  my position…what with Robert coming up for mayor next year. 

 

Jack  Cool it Lorna. You know I wouldn’t breathe a word to anyone… 

 

Lorna No…you mustn’t. 

 

Jack  You’re not ashamed?  



 

 

 

Lorna If I’m honest, yes I suppose I am, a little. 

 

Jack  Come on…You’re entitled to a little fun. 

 

Lorna I’m not too sure about that…but I have a heck of a lot to lose. 

 

Jack  So…there’s nobody here at the moment?  

 

Lorna Judith and Monica will be back in a minute. 

 

Jack  So … for the moment, then…it looks like….the coast is clear. (he looks  

  enquiringly at Lorna)… I think we’re alone now. (he sings as he gets closer) 

 

Lorna Don’t be silly, Jack…I’m not going to risk tarnishing my reputation with  

  the council and the Guild for a snatched five minute tumble in the house of  

  a friend. 

 

Jack  As you say, Lorna…. (He reaches out and takes her hand) 

 

Lorna Jack….don’t try anything here. 

 

  (Jack now grabs Lorna with both arms. He holds her tightly) 

 

Lorna (Hissing) No Jack. 

 

Jack  But you must remember your self-defence rules, Lorna. If I hold you like 

  this…and move my leg behind yours like so…. (with Lorna off balance,  

  Jack manages to haul her to the floor. He pushes himself down on top of  

  Lorna)…..Now what are you going to do? 

 

Lorna (Gasping) Not a lot. 

 

Jack  But supposing you were grabbed like this and your assailant started to reign 

  passionate kisses upon your defenceless face…like this… (He   

  demonstrates), what measures would you then consider? 

 



 

 

Lorna ( Breathlessly) I can’t imagine. 

 

Jack And with you rendered completely defenceless, you’d have to capitulate. 

(Jack launches into an ardent embrace}  

 

Lorna Oh Jack … (now consumed in the moment, Lorna responds). 

 

  (Just at this moment of high passion, the door opens…and in walks Monica, 

  Judith, Kim and Mel. There is no sensible alternative solution to this ‘red  

  handed’ moment…but Jack and Lorna manfully strive for one, as they are  

  suddenly aware they have company) 

 

Jack  (In Trainer’s mode) And then you push his face back with your right  

  hand…and with a short knee in the groin, he slackens his grip….see… it’s 

  easy. 

 

Lorna (attempting to compose herself) Yes I think I’ve got the idea. 

 

Monica (Rhetorically) Jack, how much did you say those self-defence lessons were?  

 

Judith Yes, when can I join? 

 

Lorna (Struggling to her feet…to Monica) Jack was just going over that body  

  press again. 

 

Monica I think it’s a winner. 

 

Lorna It’s coming on. So you managed to break away from the paparazzi then? 

 

Monica It’s going crazy out there. Nobody knew me before yesterday…but now I 

  can’t even weigh up a pound of Victoria plums without being accosted by a 

  complete stranger. 

 

Judith That’s the price of fame for you. 

 

Monica (To Judith) Oh, by the way, Judith, have you met Jack. Jack knows lots of  

  people…(staring pointedly at Jack) don’t you, Jack? He’s a Judo  



 

 

  instructor…. amongst other things. 

 

Judith I would never have guessed it .…Oh Jack, yes…you work at the  

  Community Centre, don’t you? 

 

Jack  Yes…the classes are becoming very popular lately. 

 

Judith You know, I’m not really surprised. 

 

Lorna Monica… can we discuss what we should be doing with all this cash that’s  

  pouring in? Things couldn’t have gone better for us last night. I really think 

   you did a first class job. 

 

  (At this point, Steve enters…He starts to applaud his mother over Lorna’s 

   flattering remarks) 

 

Steve  Hi everyone…Yeah you were terrific last night. (He then notices Jack there) 

  Hello Jack, I didn’t see you there. What brings you here this morning? 

 

Jack  Oh…just the fame and adulation. I was eager to come here and rub  

  shoulders with the celebs. 

 

Judith Rubbing shoulders, I would imagine, he‘s very good at. 

 

Steve  Oh Judith….with Jack, you‘re right there…do you know, he’s even… (then 

  noting Lorna in attendance, Steve abruptly ends his discourse)…..oh…hello 

  Lorna…didn’t see you there. 

 

Lorna You were saying….He’s even what, Steve? 

 

Steve  N.. no.. nothing. 

 

Mel  (to Monica) Monica, you were so close to winning the jackpot last night.  

  We obviously underestimated you, didn’t we Lorna? I couldn’t have  

  answered them. I’ll tell you that. 

 

Steve  Yeah, what I couldn’t understand was…those questions…they were on  



 

 

  subjects you knew nothing about…yet, amazingly… you managed to come  

  up with the answers…and they were all correct. 

 

Monica I (shrugs shoulders)…just got lucky.  

 

Steve  Come on…you could never be that lucky. 

 

Monica But I was so nervous…Sally kept whispering to me after each question. 

 

Steve  Erm…mum…Sally whispered what to you after each question? 

 

Monica Well, I couldn’t hear anything at first….but it slowly dawned on me that she 

 was mumbling something. I mean, she’d never said a word before. 

 

Lorna Hang on here….you’re saying that Sally…the poor wretch we’ve all seen 

  who is unable to communicate with anyone…was actually supplying you 

  with the answers? 

 

Mel  Oh… surely not. 

 

Monica Well I didn’t think they were the answers at first…but I got into a routine of  

  repeating exactly what she said…and each time, I‘d somehow manage to 

 come up with the right answer. 

 

Steve  So…Let’s get this: Miraculously, Sally’s no longer a mentally sub-normal  

  person…she’s already cured…and out of the blue, transformed into a  

  genius…Glory be…a true miracle of our time. 

 

Lorna Oh come on Monica…Don’t you realise, this is terrible? We can’t be seen  

  to have been involved in something deceitful.  

 

Monica I thought it couldn’t be right. 

 

Lorna But surely… I mean, even if Sally isn’t as impaired in the way we’ve all  

   been hoodwinked into believing, I really can’t accept that she can be that  

  bright. 

 



 

 

Steve  Didn’t you speak to her afterwards? 

 

Monica Yes…She did say something. Something like ‘It’s all thanks to goo  

  goo…I’m not sure what she meant. 

 

Steve  Goo goo? … Goo goo? … No it’s not bloody Goo goo ….. It’s Google! Oh  

  sh….(unfinished) 

 

Lorna Google! That‘s it…Oh golly we’ve had it. It’s bloody obvious….Sally was 

 googling the answers by text. I bet she had a mobile hidden under that 

 blooming blanket…Oh my hat….Let’s all thank goodness that we never 

 actually won the thing. 

 

Mel  Don’t panic everyone. It’s only a criminal offence. 

 

Kim  Yeah…and we could’ve all been carted away for conspiracy to defraud. 

 

Mel  But the money’s been flowing in all morning…and God knows what  

  tomorrow’s post will bring. 

 

Lorna But we can’t just sit here and say nothing. 

 

Mel  And if we did, what the hell would we do with the money? We can’t give it 

  to those two charlatans. 

 

  (At that moment, the front door opens, and in walks Nadine) 

 

Nadine Can I send in the autograph hunters now…or shall I make them wait at the 

  door? 

 

Judith They didn’t by chance, all come in uniform, with policemen’s helmets on? 

 

Nadine Not unless it’s suddenly become illegal to take part in some in-demand, low 

 grade T.V. programme…. (spotting Jack)  Oh Jack…what are you doing 

   here? 

 

Jack  (Uneasily) Um … I just came round to congratulate your mum. 



 

 

 

Nadine What a performance last night.  

 

Steve  For the first time in her life, mum almost looked intelligent. 

 

Nadine I couldn’t believe it…mum…where did you get those answers from? 

 

        (Nobody answers. Nadine looks round searchingly … eventually Judith responds) 

 

Judith She got them from Sally. 

 

Nadine (laughing) Sally?… (continues to laugh…but suddenly realises that the  

  others are serious faced. Judith is nodding her head). Hang on…you are  

  kidding, aren’t you? 

 

Mel  Unbelievable as it might seem…that may well be way it was. 

 

Nadine Mum…she didn’t….did she? She looks as brainy as a Kid’s guy on bonfire 

  night….How the hell could she?……(unfinished) 

 

Steve  Don’t even ask. 

 

Nadine Oh God…so that’s why there’s a bunch of boys in blue congregating round 

  Ann-Marie’s home up the road. 

 

Monica Oh no…they’re not, are they? 

 

Nadine Yeah…it’s crawling…well…there’s at least six of ‘em up there. 

 

Monica They must be on to us. 

 

Lorna Us? Come on…we’ve done nothing wrong…….have we? 

 

Steve  I‘ve an inkling you might just have.   

 

Nadine I don’t think I want to be seen with you villainous lot…Come on, Jack, let’s 

  make our getaway …you know… (in mock villainous tone) a bit sharpish  



 

 

  like…. before the rozzers get us. 

 

  (She walks over to Jack…and pulls the cord of his Judo kit, to lead him  

  away) 

 

Nadine Come on lover boy. Let’s see what we can pick up from those boys in fuzz  

   down the road. 

 

  (She starts to lead away a discomforted Jack who is unsure how to react in 

  front of Lorna)  

 

Steve  (Catching on) Hold on. You’re not associating with Jack, are you Nadine? 

 

Nadine Hello…what did I hear….associating? What an interesting word,   

  Steve…straight out of a nineteen forties text book….so what if I am  

  associating with Jack…have you some objection, Steve? 

 

Steve  Could be…What would you think Lorna? 

 

Lorna (looking horrified)…I…I have no thoughts on the matter. 

 

Jack  Steve…look mate…don’t cause any trouble. I’m a single guy. I can date  

  whoever I like. 

 

Monica That’s what you think. 

 

Jack  I don’t need this crap. I’m outer here. 

 

  (Lorna moves over to the scene) 

 

Lorna Just a moment, Jack…before you go…could I please have one last reprise 

  of that last move we practiced? 

 

Jack  Er…what exactly was that one now? 

 

Lorna This is the one I thought….. 

 



 

 

  (Lorna starts with a hefty swipe round the face…then grabs his hair round 

  the back to bring him forward…whereupon she brings her knee up to  

  deliver this to Jack’s groin. Jack sinks to the floor. He sits there in pain.  

  Monica is facing away from Jack but she cannot resist adding to Jack‘s pain 

  by slyly back heeling him in the ribs. Jack cries out and rolls    

  over) 

 

Mel  Lorna! I didn’t know you’d come on so far with your lessons. 

 

Lorna Yes and it’s now time for teaching a few lessons. 

 

Steve  I’ll see him out to his car…. (Steve helps to bundle Jack to the front door) 

  (He then states to Nadine) You’d better drive, sis…and don’t bring him  

  back. 

  (Nadine and Jack exit. Steve is met at the door by Alison) 

 

Steve  Oh it’s Alison …come in, come in. 

 

Alison Hello  

 

Judith What a night last night.  

 

Alison (Flatly) Incredible….People have been handing me cash and cheques all  

  morning. It would have been a fantastic coup for the guild…but I’ve afraid 

  I’ve just received some bad news. 

 

Judith (Dryly) Well, Surprise, surprise…after such brilliant publicity for the WG 

  yesterday. (said wryly) I wonder what could possibly have gone wrong. 

 

Alison Well now it’s all bad publicity? … but you know, don’t you? 

 

Judith All we know is…our deserving cause isn’t quite as deserving as we  

  thought. 

 

Alison They’ve just told me…  Ann-Marie was arrested last night. 

 

Judith Oh no. I don’t believe it.  



 

 

 

Alison The police were on to us as soon as the show finished last night. It seems 

  half the Met recognized the ‘stricken’ Sally when she was carted on last  

  night. I’ve been on the phone all morning. We’ve even had a call from  

  Interpol. 

 

Judith So she isn’t kosher after all….We did have an inkling. 

 

Alison They‘re both bloody bogus. Ann-Marie has about forty different   

  aliases…and Sally just as many. They vary the story from town to town and 

  then move on. They usually try to ingratiate themselves with local   

  charitable organisations…and they’ve made themselves a few killings on 

  the way round. 

 

Judith So isn’t Sally even a slightly sick person? 

 

Alison No… it’s all down to some good make up and ham acting. When Ann Marie 

  was arrested, Sally was the one who made a run for it. She eventually lost 

  them half way down the high street. 

 

Mel  She’s still at large? Couldn’t they catch her? 

 

Alison No…she was running faster than Flo Jo. 

 

Judith That’s some rehabilitation. 

 

Kim  So what are we going to do with all this unwanted money? Oh, and where 

  shall I put the cash I collected? 

 

Monica Just put it in that blue bag on the settee. (Kim duly stuffs her collection into 

  the blue bag). 

 

  (Judith takes the bag and parks it behind the right side of the settee) 

 

Alison There’s only one possible answer about what to do with the money….that’s, 

  return it.  

 



 

 

Lorna Of course we must return it…but it does seem such a shame when you  

  consider how much we could help out the local community with such a vast 

  sum.  

 

Kim  And some of the money will have come in anonymously. We wouldn’t be 

  able to return that cash.  

 

Monica This might sound devious, I know…but might I suggest…. 

 

Steve  Here it comes… 

 

Monica Well … Bank all the cash in high interest accounts…then just wait till any  

  police enquiries are finished…by which time, we’d’ve clocked up a fair bit  

  of interest….so, even if the money isn’t legally ours, we could cream off a  

  nice big slice. 

 

Steve  Mum…Did you understand what you just said?  

 

Monica I’m not sure. 

 

Lorna Well I did…and it sounded totally devious… 

 

Judith Yeah…let’s do it. 

 

Kim  I can’t believe we’re having this discussion. For God’s sake…let’s get on to 

  the police and let them deal with the matter. We’re all implicated here…and 

  we’re all culpable until we explain ourselves. 

 

  (The door-bell rings) 

 

Steve  I bet it’s the cops… (he walks over to answer it) Everybody… act  

  normal… or as close as you can make it, mum. 

 

  (Steve opens the door to Inspector Bell (female) This is actually Sally  

  impersonating a police inspector) 

  

Steve  Oh…Come in officer. 



 

 

 

Inspector Bell I’m Inspector Rachel Bell…may I have a few words with you all. 

 

Lorna  (Effusive) Excuse me…but I’m Lorna Crainey…My husband is the 

    mayor elect for Hinchley Hill and I’m the leader of the Hinchley Hill 

   Women’s Guild. 

 

Inspector Bell Thank you for that very commendable CV madam…however I‘m  

   more concerned about gathering evidence regarding a serious case of 

   fraud that we suspect has been perpetrated by a couple of well-  

   practiced criminals. 

 

Lorna  We’re well aware of that by now. 

 

Inspector Bell And I believe most of you have probably had a recent association  

   with this pair. 

 

Judith  They’re no friends of ours. They were just a couple of pond life creeps 

   who tried to take advantage of the warmth and generosity of this  

   highly self-sacrificing group. 

 

Inspector Bell All right…but I understand that a lot of loose money has arrived at  

   your home this morning… and you will of course be aware of the very 

    serious offence of Fraud that has been attempted. 

 

Steve   But this money was sent in by honest people…for a charity that we 

   were setting up in every good faith. 

 

Inspector Bell Right, nobody’s doubting your integrity. We do appreciate the  

   unwitting situation that you’ve unfortunately become embroiled  

   in…but, regrettably, it doesn’t change the offence. A large chunk of 

   Channel Four’s viewers were drawn in and deceived by the   

   performers last night. 

 

Steve   Performers?  Hang on…You can’t mean my mum, as well. She had no 

   part in this at all. 

 



 

 

Inspector Bell Really?…Mmmm…So you’re saying,  she came on the show in all 

   innocence…repeated the answers supplied by someone she  

   believed to be a complete vegetable …and yet, in all that, she was  

   totally unaware of any misrepresentation…Come on, She can’t be that  

   stupid. 

 

Steve   Oh but she is, Inspector….She’s always been like that…hasn’t she  

   everyone? 

 

(All members in a chorus of agreement…while an embarrassed and 

niggled Monica looks on) 

 

Monica  (Protesting) Hey … Just a minute. 

 

Inspector Bell I’ll send somebody down from the nick to take a statement from her 

   later….for the moment, will you please release any money that has 

   either been sent to this address or collected on behalf of this dishonest 

   scam, to date. 

 

Steve   Why do you need the money, inspector? 

 

Inspector Bell Evidence …Until now, we only have the attempt at deception. This 

   cash will demonstrate the scale and intentions of this wicked   

   pair…their would-be ill-gotten gains…..the proceeds from that act we 

   all witnessed on Television last night. 

 

Mel   What about the money that comes in anonymously. Couldn’t we retain 

   that for our own charitable assistance? 

 

Inspector Bell Not for the moment…We’ll have to consider everything once we’ve 

   assembled all the payments. We need to determine the entire depth of 

   this deception. 

 

Mel   Well, what we’ve received so far is all included in that blue bag down 

   there. 

 

Inspector Bell That’s good…We’ll count it all back at the nick. 



 

 

 

Mel   Can we have a receipt? 

 

Inspector Bell Naturally, except, unless you‘ve counted it all…I can only stipulate 

   that this is a vessel containing an unknown sum of….cash…yes?  

   ….and cheques? 

 

Mel   That’s about it, inspector. 

 

   (Mel takes the blue bag from behind the left side of the settee. The  

   inspector writes out the receipt, folds it…and gives it to Mel and takes 

   the bag from her) 

 

Inspector Bell Well thanks a lot everyone. You’ve been very cooperative. 

   We’re very confident we can have both of the felons in custody by  

   nightfall…and then, of course, charged as soon as possible. 

 

Mel   We’ll keep you posted about any further monies coming in. 

 

Inspector Bell Yes…yes…I’d be glad if you could do that. I’d better get this into our 

   financial security quarters as soon as possible. Some of the boys’ll  

   pop round later to take statements from any of you who’ve had  

   frequent contact with the suspects. 

 

Lorna  Thank you for your time, inspector. You can be assured that this has 

   come as a big surprise to all of us. We were all taken in by those two 

   women. 

 

Inspector Bell You weren’t the first by a long chalk. There’s no shame in being  

   fooled by this pair…They’re consummate professionals…and very 

   convincing with their schemes. 

 

Lorna  That so-called victim, Sally was amazing. 

 

Inspector Bell Yes, I don’t know how they’ve got the gall to go to such lengths…It  

   takes all sorts….well, it’s been nice meeting all you folks. I’ll see  

   some of you again soon. 



 

 

 

Lorna  Well goodbye inspector. We’ll keep you posted. 

 

Inspector Bell (as she is leaving) Thanks…Goodbye all. (and she exits). 

 

   (Nadine enters as the inspector is leaving) 

 

Judith Not wishing to be too cynical…but I don’t reckon we’ll be seeing any of 

  that cash again. 

 

Kim  They say they need it for evidence…and they’ll want all the rest of it that 

  comes in…bit of a shame really. 

 

Alison We should have counted it first. 

 

Judith I reckon there was a few hundred in there. 

 

Nadine Before I forget, I’ve just bumped into an old chap down by the Pines. When 

  I mentioned that you were on telly last night, he said he knew you. I think 

  he’s got a bit mixed up. You don’t know him, do you mum? 

 

Monica (uncomfortably) No, I don’t think he’s anyone I would know. 

 

Judith Nadine….It’s your mum’s Lothario lover… a certain ’Hot Rod’ Wilcox. 

 

Nadine Hot Rod? How does that old chap know you, mum? Do you pay him for  

  odd jobs, or something? 

 

Judith She knew Rodney from school many years ago.  

 

Monica Ah …Yes you never forget your old teachers… good old Mr Wilcox. He 

   was one of the best. 

 

Nadine He didn’t look like a teacher. Oh, by the way, he mentioned he’d left his  

  laundry bag behind. I  said if I found it, I’d run it round to him. 

 

Judith Oh yes, he must have left his bagwash behind earlier. …Hey, you should  



 

 

  have a decko at the sartorial style and elegance of our Rodney…watch this  

  everybody…it’s really sensual. I’ll show you. Where’s that ruddy bag? 

 

Kim  Is this the one…behind the settee? 

 

Judith That’s the one. 

 

  (Kim hands the bag over to Judith. Judith unties the bag, reaches in…and 

  swiftly realises that this is in fact the bag of money) 

 

Judith Waaaa! what’s this…bloody hell, it’s another bag of money. 

 

Monica But there was only one bag of money.    

 

Judith Oh no….You know what that means, don’t you? 

 

Monica (laughing her head off) Yes…The police have walked away with Rodney’s 

  piddly long johns. 

 

Lorna I’d better ring the station immediately…how embarrassing…. Have you got 

 their number  Monica? 

 

Monica Yeah...it’s on the notice board in the hall with a list of local group numbers,  

 You can use my phone. 

 

Lorna Thanks. 

 

  (Lorna exits to make her call) 

 

Alison This is so shameful. 

 

Kim  My God, when the police open that bag. 

 

Monica I wonder if Rodney knows his underpants have been taken down and could 

  be used in evidence against him. 

 

Judith Having seen those underpants…I think they’ll find plenty of evidence of 



 

 

  foul play. 

 

Monica I expect they’ll detain them in custody. 

 

Judith They‘re more likely to detain them in insecticide. 

 

Monica It’s just as well Rodney never walked away with the cash. 

 

Judith Yeah...he might have dumped it all in washing machine number three  

  without even looking. 

 

Steve  Ah…A classic case of money laundering. (chorus of groans at this obvious 

  joke…but Steve continues)…Somebody had to say it. 

 

  (Lorna rushes back into the room) 

 

Lorna (Breathlessly) Listen, listen everybody. You won’t believe this. 

 

Judith Don’t tell me….. Rodney’s laundry has escaped. 

 

Lorna Shut up, Judith…I’ve had a brief chat with Chief Inspector Russell  

  Gibbs at the Horsham Constabulary and he is absolutely categorical, that no 

  member of his force has been assigned to visit us this morning…and  

  certainly, there has been no provision to collect any money from us. 

 

  (They all react) 

 

Alison Wow…Oh no…You know that could mean only one thing. 

 

Kim  I make it two things…One…the visitor from the police was bogus…and  

  two…that plausible policewoman….could only have been that wicked  

  wonky woman herself…. 

 

Mel  What? Oh no… not Sally! 

 

Alison Crikey….Didn’t anyone recognize her? 

 



 

 

  (Mixed incoherent affirmative reactions from the players as generally,  

  everyone seems to accept that once again, they have been deceived) 

 

Alison I thought she looked dodgy. 

 

Lorna No you didn’t. You were taken in like all of us. 

 

Judith I think we can all see…now... that it was her. Strangely enough, I’d got the 

  feeling I‘d seen her before…. But not ….. (Unfinished) 

 

Mel  Lorna, where’s that receipt she gave us? 

 

Lorna (Takes it from pocket) Here it is (She reads it) Oh golly….it’s written on the 

  back of a parking fine summons….Why didn’t I check it? 

 

 Kim  We’ve been made to look right chumps. 

 

Alison Taken in twice by the same person. 

 

Lorna This is beginning to be a bit worrying for us. 

 

Alison I think, before any further damage is caused, we really ought to decamp … 

  before we‘re suspected of having some direct involvement in a major crime. 

 

Mel  Alison’s right…I think it would be wrong for us to present a collective front 

  right here in Monica’s home. 

 

Kim  Yeah…and I think Sally had a point when she came in as the police woman. 

 

Steve  What do you mean? 

 

Kim  Well, it looks sort of bad, y’know…with Monica repeating the answers  

  provided by her…shall we say….accomplice. 

 

Steve  That’s not fair. Mum was under pressure…What the hell would you have 

  done? 

 



 

 

Kim  I don’t know, Steve…but can’t you see, it could put the Guild in a very poor 

  light. 

 

Lorna And with the press hounding us, the good reputation of the W.G. is bound 

to   come under close scrutiny. It’s really a most unsavoury situation. 

 

Alison And consider, the whole nation was deceived yesterday on National  

  T.V….and they’re bound to see us as being part of the scam. 

 

Kim  When I think I was instrumental in getting Monica on that T.V show, it  

  makes me shudder. 

 

Mel  I reckon, the first thing is to get this money counted and banked. 

 

Lorna Yes, and then if necessary, we’ll be able to give the authorities a full list of 

all the donations. 

 

  (At this stage, Steve and Nadine quietly exit to the kitchen) 

 

Mel  We can all adjourn to my house if you like. Kim and Alison can count the 

 cash…and you (to Lorna) can head off the press. I can handle the police  

  ‘cos I’ve got a few good contacts there. 

 

Alison All arranged, then… so let’s get round to Mel’s and prepare for action. 

 

Kim  I’m sure the Guild can rise again from all of this. 

 

  (Kim, Mel and Allison all head for the door. Lorna follows but sheepishly 

  calls to Monica on her way out) 

 

Lorna You do understand, don’t you Monica? I imagine the press will have a field 

  day with this case…and if there’s any mud being thrown around, we don’t 

  want it to stick onto the Women’s Guild. I’ll give you a call    

  sometime…eh…Chin up. 

 

Monica (Bewildered) Yeah…O.K. Lorna…Bye Mel….Bye Alison 

  Bye…(But the members have all exited and the door has already been shut  



 

 

  behind them…Monica belatedly adds)….Kim.     

 

Judith There they go then…the rats have deserted…and me? … I’m left to go  

  down with the sinking ship. 

 

Monica I’m not worried about them. 

 

Judith I think perhaps, you should be. 

 

Monica Why? 

 

Judith When they start to heap the blame on to your shoulders. 

 

Monica But what did I do wrong? 

 

Judith Well…let’s have a little think now…. weren’t you within touching distance 

  of assisting in illegally extracting from the T.V. company, the mighty sum  

  of eight hundred thousand pounds by means of deception. Not bad for  

  starters? 

 

Monica But I had no idea what was happening. 

 

Judith Ignorance isn’t always the greatest excuse. 

 

Monica Judith, I’m sick of the whole bloody thing. (voice breaking) All I wanted to 

do was help a young girl. 

 

Judith There’s nothing wrong with your motives, darlin’. 

 

Monica Now I face a criminal record…and being drummed out of the Women’s  

  Guild….all over that conniving, friggin’ couple. 

 

Judith All right…but let’s look on the bright side. There’s still a couple of good  

  points in your favour. 

 

Monica There are? 

 



 

 

Judith Yes, of course…Look, firstly, you weren‘t told that you couldn‘t receive  

  help from Sally…. Secondly, you had no idea that Sally was cheating until 

  after the show…and the clincher is, listen,  you deliberately got the last  

  question wrong when you suspected that things weren’t right….didn’t you? 

 

Monica No…I wanted to win. 

 

Judith You fool…that’s what you’re going to say. 

 

Monica (Dawning) Oh, I see. I deliberately got the last question wrong. 

 

Judith That’s my girl…by George she’s got it. 

 

Monica Really, when you think, they’ve got nothing on me, have they? 

 

Judith I doubt it… not even if some fool lip reads Sally’s answers to you, last  

  night. 

 

Monica But if I say I knew the answers anyway…. 

 

Judith Exactly…you’re learning fast….so if I asked you,” Who wrote the Planets 

  Suite? “, you’d be able to tell me it was…(looks appealingly at Monica for 

  the answer) 

 

Monica Scarpa Flo? 

 

Judith Oh boy…(shakes her head) Scarpa Flo…Tell you what, I reckon we need a 

few more rehearsals and to maybe get hold of a decent solicitor…. Fancy a 

coffee? 

 

Monica O.K. 

 

Judith Won’t be a mo’… (and off she goes to the kitchen) 

 

  (Steve and Nadine lazily make their way back at the same time) 

 

  (Monica’s mobile phone rings) 



 

 

 

Monica (answering the phone) double eight double three zero two…Monica here. 

  …Yes that’s right, Monica Morell, star of T.V. …and available for pantos, 

  opening fetes and bar mitzvahs…who’s this?….a press agent…I’ll just  

  write down that name…hang on. (She quickly writes down the name on a 

  pad before replacing the pad on a coffee table) ooo that sounds interesting. 

  Yes…I wouldn’t mind giving my side of the story…Oh any time really…. 

  For how much? How much!…(nearly falling off the settee) serialisation in 

   the Sun!…Would this be in my own words?…No, it wouldn’t…you’d write 

 it for me based on one interview…that’s good…(now doubtfully) then  

you’d embellish the whole thing and add in a few wild distortions to make  

it more palatable for your Sunday Readers….(unable to argue, but  

doubtfully) Yes, that sounds all right, I think…O.K. Let me know when you 

 can send a reporter down…fine….fine….yes….. Ooooh, and a topless  

picture? No, I’m not sure about that one…. erm goodbye then. (she puts  

down the phone) 

 

Steve  Mum…did I hear you say, “The Sun”? 

 

Monica Yeah, they’ve been trying to get through all day, but we’ve had the phones 

  off due to all those calls coming through this morning. 

 

  (Judith walks in with two coffees) 

 

Nadine While you’ve been making the coffees, would you believe, mother’s been 

  sealing a dream deal with the press. 

 

Judith Really…that’s terrific…I hope they make it worth your while. I’d want at 

  least fifty thousand for what you’ve been through. 

 

Monica Try multiplying that by… (counts slowly on her fingers)…three. 

 

Judith One hundred and fifty thousand!  

 

Monica Yup. 

 

Judith Who the heck did you speak with? 



 

 

 

Monica Ooo what did he say his name was…erm…Cliff…. (searches for the name 

  she’d written down on a scrap of paper)…oh no, Max. 

 

Judith Cliff ….Max!… that’s Cliff Maxwell!  

 

Monica Yes that’s right. Do you know him? 

 

Nadine Mum…Everybody knows him. 

 

  (The door bell rings. Steve saunters over to receive the caller) 

 

Nadine I hope there weren’t any built in preconditions that went with that   

  publishing contract.  

 

Monica He did mention something about a calendar shoot. 

 

Judith (In horror) Oh please. 

 

  (Steve answers the door to Rodney) 

 

Rodney Sorry to bother you. I’m Rodney. I’ve come to see Monica. 

 

Steve  I s’pose you’d better come in. 

 

Judith I’m pretty sure there’s nobody in our group who’d ever want to appear   

  on a calendar…particularly naked. 

 

  (Rodney shuffles into view) 

 

Judith Oh, I don’t know…. I’ve suddenly thought of somebody. 

 

Nadine Ah Mr Wilcox, I know what you’ve come for….but I’m afraid we had a  

  bit of an accident…and your washing ended up in police custody. 

 

Rodney No! Now that’s typical of you lot…isn’t it? I’ve been hearing on the T.V. all  

  morning that last night’s show was a fix…. and that you Women’s Guild lot  



 

 

  were  behind it. 

 

Judith That’s totally untrue, Rodney. We had nothing to do with that business. 

 

Rodney That’s what you say…but if it’s all the same to you, I’d like me donation 

  back. 

 

Steve  How much was it? 

 

Rodney A fiver. 

 

  (Steve reaches into his pocket and produces a five pound note for Rodney) 

 

Steve  There you are, Rodney. No problems. 

 

Rodney But what am I gonna do for underwear? I mean, I’m going ‘commando’ at 

  the moment. (probes his groin area) I mean, I’m suffering terrible whiplash. 

 

  (Steve reaches deep into his pockets, before producing four, twenty pound 

  notes) 

 

Steve  Would that cover it? 

 

Rodney Eighty quid? You can’t buy me off quite so easily. 

 

Steve  So how much will do the trick? 

 

Rodney Er…another twenty might help. 

 

Steve  That’s a straight one hundred pounds… a full and final payment. If I were  

  you I’d dash to that charity shop down the road and make a quick killing. 

 

Rodney Yeah…er…there’s just one more little thing I want to say…erm…to  

  Monica. 

 

Monica Yes Rodney. 

 



 

 

Rodney It’s nothing personal…but after yesterday, I’ve been having some thoughts 

  about……well……. You know … our relationship. 

 

Monica You have, Rodney? 

 

Rodney Yeah, I’ve been thinking about…well…my reputation. I don’t want to get 

  mixed up in some mucky business. It wouldn’t be right. 

 

Monica I quite understand, Rodney. 

 

Rodney Right …so I was thinking….maybe, until this blows over, we should ‘play 

 it cool’ for a few weeks. 

 

Monica Oooo yes….really cool….icy….freezing. 

 

Rodney I mean, there’s some people down at The Pines who’re saying you should 

  be locked up. 

 

Monica I quite understand you’re predicament, Rodney…you can’t be seen to be 

  linked to a major crime movement…can you? 

 

Rodney I’m glad you can see it like that…but I’m sure we can get over all this. 

 

Monica (in mock heartache) But now, this is the second time you’ve spurned me, 

  Rodney. I don’t think we’ll ever manage to put back the broken pieces. 

 

Rodney Don’t you worry, love. As soon as I know you’re in the clear, I’ll be back  

  round here like a bat out of hell. 

 

Monica Oh Rodney…Would you really? 

 

Rodney Yeah… course I will, Monica. 

 

Monica Rodney, can I ask you to do one last little something for me? 

 

Rodney I’ll try. 

 



 

 

Monica It’s just this….Rodney  (Now loud and shrill) Piss off! 

 

  (Rodney, shaken and hurt stumbles towards the door. This is opened for him 

  by Steve. Rodney exits, mumbling away) 

 

Steve  Have a nice day. 

 

  (The four cast members share their delight at the foregoing scene) 

 

Nadine Mother….please don’t tell me, you actually used to go out with that old  

  reprobate. 

 

  (Before Monica can answer, Steve intervenes) 

 

Steve  (Jokes) Yes…but he wasn’t quite so cultured back then.  

 

Nadine Oh my God. 

 

  (The front doorbell rings. Steve goes to answer it) 

 

Steve  Lorna! I thought you’d be keeping away from this area of infection. 

 

  (Lorna walks through) 

 

Lorna I thought I’d have to tell you that I’ve been talking with Channel Four’s  

  Head of Light Entertainment, Tom Rawlings…and to let you know he’s  

  pretty steamed up about yesterday’s shenanigans. 

 

Nadine How could he be upset…a fantastic show…with the ratings going through 

  the roof…a near million pound winner, and a fraudulent contestant being 

  arrested after the show…Think of the repeats, the world wide DVD sales. 

  He should be jumping for joy. 

 

Lorna Well, he’s not. He thinks the whole thing was a shambles and he’s blaming 

  not only Monica…and threatening to withdraw her fee for the programme, 

  but he’s also hinting that the Guild could have averted the fiasco that was 

  witnessed nationwide last night.  



 

 

 

Steve  It wasn’t mum’s fault. 

 

Lorna But why did she have to offer up answers delivered by Sally. She really  

  landed us all in it? 

 

Judith Perhaps I should put you in the picture, Lorna. Monica here has signed up 

  with the Sun newspaper to sell her exclusive story about her experiences 

  with our fraudulent friends. The story will pull no punches and, in so doing, 

  will identify the Woman’s Guild member who pulled a few unofficial  

  strings to get Monica onto the show in the first place. 

 

Lorna There’s surely no need for that. 

 

Judith Then it will go on to highlight how a naïve, artless individual can be  

  bulldozed into being totally exploited on national T.V. for the gratification  

  of a close knit band of local ‘do gooders’…. You lot. 

 

Lorna That wouldn‘t be fair. 

 

Judith Furthermore, it will pinpoint the most incriminating feature of the whole 

  affair. 

 

Lorna Which is what? 

 

Judith Why, the indecently hurried vetting of our criminal couple’s credentials. I 

  believe Alison was deployed to make all the vital checks on their   

  background. She obviously found better things to do. 

 

Lorna We’ve all been deceived by those two. 

 

Judith Ah yes….as I well remember , Lorna…It was you that said. ”I don’t believe 

  we could ever find, a more genuine pair than Ann-Marie and Sally”. such 

  insight and wisdom, don’t you think, considering the circumstances? 

 

Lorna Well, we’re all in this together. 
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Judith Well, are we now…Monica’s affidavit to be signed later this week will  

  indicate the major flaws in this situation and will denounce those whose  

  errors have caused the most difficulties.  

 

Nadine And this will include the failure of Kim to check out the supposed sickness 

  of Sally…One simple check on Google would have pulverized any  

  existence of  ruddy ‘Giddings Palsy‘. 

 

Lorna But Monica didn’t know those answers. That caused most of the trouble. 

 

Judith Unfortunately, Monica’s signed statement will contest that she did know the 

  answers to all the questions…including, indeed the final question, which 

  she courageously and deliberately….omitted to answer. 

 

Lorna Surely that be a little at variance with the truth? 

 

Judith No, I think Mr Maxwell will be most delighted with the high quality of the 

  detail and facts that Monica has supplied. 

 

Lorna But you don’t have to be so damning to your friends in the Guild. 

 

Judith I’m glad you can see it that way, Lorna. Perhaps you could now square  

  things with that T.V. guy…and put him right on details…and you can  

  inform him that if Monica’s fee is withdrawn, she’ll be fighting their  

  company, tooth and nail, right the way through the courts. 

 

Lorna I suppose I have little alternative other than to support you to the hilt on  

  this. 

 

Judith No you haven‘t……..as you said, “We’re all in this together”. 

 

Lorna As long as you have no more big surprises up your sleeve. 

 

Judith Not really…Of course, there were a few background details that we felt  

  important enough to warrant including in the publication….like for  

  instance, a certain Guild member’s wide range of activities including a  

  particular predilection with Martial Arts down at the Community Centre. 



 

 

 

Lorna (Flustering) There’s absolutely no need for that. I’ll just have to straighten 

  things out with Tom Rawlings….that’s if, you…er moderate your copy with 

  the newspaper. I suppose you’ll be well paid for such an article? 

 

Nadine It’s not bad…Mum’ll be rolling in it…that’s all. 

 

Lorna But Monica…what a nice gesture it would be if some of that money was 

  donated to the Guild. 

 

Monica Yes….wouldn‘t it…but I’m clean out of nice gestures at the moment, thank 

  you, Lorna. 

 

Lorna Well, no hard feelings, then. I’m truly sorry you feel you’ve been harshly 

  treated. 

 

Monica Who cares…I’ve been on T.V….had my fifteen minutes of fame…. And I  

  know legendry Mr Maxwell. 

 

Lorna All right Monica but I feel sure that you’ll soon be back with all your  

  friends in the Guild to share a few more happy coffee mornings. 

 

Steve  Yes I believe Miss Morell’s….um… mum’s diary is fairly clear for the next 

  few weeks. She can usually appear for a straight cash payment fee of five 

  hundred pounds. 

 

Lorna Don’t be absurd…I can’t talk to you with you all in this silly mood. I’ll go 

  now and speak with you later when you might talk some sense. 

 

  (Lorna stalks off, amidst a chorus of half-hearted ‘Byes’, a raspberry and a 

  ’V’ sign thrown by Nadine)  

 

  (Nadine walks back behind the sofa and spots a loose fifty pound note lying 

  on the floor) 

 

Nadine Hey…What’s this…Look what I found…. a fifty quid note on the floor. 

 



 

 

Steve  Fantastic…what we gonna do with it? 

 

Judith I suppose it must have come out of that bag of cash and cheques. 

 

Nadine Not necessarily…anyone could have dropped it. 

 

Steve  Unlikely…in this household. 

 

Monica Should we hand it over to Lorna? 

 

Nadine Not ruddy likely. 

 

Judith We should at least give it to charity. 

 

Monica But don’t they say, ‘charity begins at home’? 

 

Judith Yes they do, don’t they. 

 

Steve  Yeah…Let’s all nip up to the Hare and Hounds for lunch and have some  

  booze and decent grub… for a change. 

 

Nadine Who votes we give it to charity. Hands up. 

 

  (Not one hand is lifted) 

 

Nadine I make that…let’s see… um… no votes. How many for Steve’s suggestion, 

  Up to the Hare and Hounds? 

 

  (All four hands shoot up) 

 

Steve A most worthy cause…it’s going towards the four starving people of twenty 

five Unsworth Close. 

 

Monica Yeah… come on…it’s friends united….much more unshakeable that friends 

 re-united. 

   

  (The quartet make their way to the door; they link arms before exiting. The 



 

 

  Strains of ‘Eternal Flame’ fills the air) 

                                                        

 The End 
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                                      Plays written to date 
                                      Women’s roles     Men’s roles           Pages 

The Dating Agency  8   2   82 

Promise Not To Tell  4   2        60 

Eternal Flame   10   4   81 

Haydon’s Point   !  6   3   46 

Home Win            5   3   37 

Musical Chairs   8   3   73 

Switchback   9   3    (or 8/4) 85 

The Firing Squad  6   3   83 

 Breaking of Dawn  7   6   85  

 There’s a Ghost in my House 2   2   28 

 Heir Apparent   2   2   26 

 Fall in Flames   7   2   41 

 Harbour Malice   2   3   31 

 Incident at Blackton Point 2   2   37 

 Burning Curiosity  5   4   48 

 Red Blooded   2   2   23 

The Windfall   6   4   67 

Patients Tested               2   2   22 

The Late Arrival                  4                         2                         53  

Show Stopper                      7                         4                         69 

Turned up Missing  6   4   85 

Coffee    2   2   27 

Agenda De-Gender  1   2   10 

Haunted House   8   4   71 

! Haydon’s Point retitled Toys in the Attic. 

Promise not to tell …… There is a shorter one act version of this play which has 3 

female roles and 2 male roles. 

Show Stopper was also submitted to a competition as a one act with one male and 3 

female roles. (and re-titled Shooting Star) 
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